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Abstract 

The development of the Northern Sea Route became a national priority for Russia in 2018 when 

President Putin set the goal of 80 megatons of cargo to be transported annually by 2024. At the 

moment transport is increasing on the route, but it is primarily constituted of resources being 

shipped out from Siberia. The ambition of making the Northern Sea Route a globally important 

transit route that could compete with the Suez Canal by dramatically reducing the sea route from 

East Asia to Northwestern Europe seems hard to fulfil. This is primarily because the Russian 

government has implemented regulations making it more cumbersome for foreign-flagged ships 

to transit on the NSR after relations with the West deteriorated following the conflict in Ukraine. 

Russia fears that more liberal regulation will strengthen the American argument that freedom of 

navigation applies to the route, which would permit the US to sail warships close to a central part 

of Russia’s nuclear deterrence – the Northern Fleet based on the Kola Peninsula. More traffic on 

the Northern Sea Route would benefit Russia through transit fee income and could benefit the 

Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation through increased investment in the area. This is however 

partly being blocked by security concerns. The thesis explores this dilemma between economic 

growth and security concerns. It analyses the dilemma by conducting a systems analysis, applying 

Mygind’s (2007) PIE-model to Russia, to the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation with a focus on 

the Northern Sea Route, and to the Arctic with a focus on the Northern Sea Route.  

The thesis finds that it is likely that the increased militarization of the Arctic 

combined with the Russian leadership’s military–strategic threat perception makes it difficult for 

Russia to utilize the Northern Sea Route as a growth engine. Furthermore, the thesis argues that 

the current increase in traffic in the form of transport of resources makes it possible that the 

Russian government can attain the 80-megaton goal without making what the Russian leadership 

would see as a compromise over security by allowing foreign-flagged ships to transit more easily 

on the route. Even though a well-functioning and globally competitive Northern Sea Route could 

help Russia diversify its economy and create a new revenue stream it is highly unlikely that Russia 

can overcome its strategic culture. This might appear irrational, but when the Russian perception 

that Russia is under siege is taken into consideration, it is perhaps logical. If this perception can be 

changed everybody stands to win.  
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Introduction 

As the polar ice sheet retracts, new shipping routes in the Arctic become increasingly attractive 

(Pruyn, 2016, p. 661). The most economically interesting is the Northern Sea Route (NSR), the 

Russian part of the Northeast Passage. The route will make it possible to cut the time it takes a 

container ship to travel from East Asia to Europe considerably and could become a potential cash 

cow for Russia, currently in a challenging economic position. Revenues from gas and oil extraction 

are dwindling, and Western sanctions on Russia related to Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea 

and involvement in the ongoing war in Donbas make it difficult for Russia to develop its oil and gas 

industries (Rasoulinezhad & Sabri, 2019, p. 479). This challenging position makes it necessary for 

Russia to develop other revenue sources and develop regions that can cater to the Asian market. 

Russia has chosen to focus on developing its Arctic region, especially the NSR, to ensure future 

economic growth (Moe, 2020, p. 2). The Russian government mentioned the importance of the 

NSR in its in its 2013 Arctic Strategy for 2020. The importance was reiterated and further 

emphasized in the 2020 Arctic Strategy for 2035 (ibid.). Russia’s ambition to strengthen the NSR 

and ensure that 80 million tons of goods are being transported on the route by 2024 (ibid.) is 

possibly challenged by Russia’s threat perception in the Arctic. 

 The Russian government increasingly communicates, both in frequency and in 

ferocity, that it sees the Arctic as being militarized by the other Arctic coastal states (DDIS, 2020, 

pp. 14–15). Whilst it is true that the other Arctic coastal states are increasing their military 

presence in the Arctic, the military build-up there is still primarily being undertaken by Russia 

(Ibid.). However, to Russia any military build-up might be challenging, even when it occurs from a 

low baseline, as it brings more and new NATO capabilities closer to a central element of Russia’s 

strategic nuclear deterrence – the Northern Fleet, which is primarily based on the Kola Peninsula 

(Staun, 2015, p. 28).  

Since the end of the 2000s Russia has strengthened several bases in the Arctic Ocean 

that make it possible for Russia to push its forward line of defence away from the mainland 

(Aliyev, 2019). This string of Arctic bases also increases Russia’s possibility of controlling the NSR 

and Russia insists on being in control of who navigates the NSR (Ibid.). However, if the NSR 

increases in importance as a shipping route it is likely that the need for the United States of 
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America (US) to enforce freedom of navigation will also grow because the US, as a great sea 

power, will find it difficult to risk allowing Russia to set a precedent that freedom of navigation can 

be hindered. Such a move would bring the American Navy close to a central part of Russia’s 

nuclear deterrence. Furthermore, increased numbers of containerships on the NSR will also make 

it more difficult to check the cargo of each vessel. And as the Russian Navy has shown with its 

Club-K concept, a cruise missile can be contained in and fired from a standard 40-foot shipping 

container (Rosoboronexport, 2020).  

 Russia is faced with a dilemma between making the NSR more viable as a shipping 

route and a security concern over allowing foreign-flagged vessels and especially foreign warships 

close to a central part of Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrence. Russia seeks to strike a balance by 

taking several actions: by strengthening its military might in the Arctic; by challenging American 

interpretations of the concept of freedom of navigation; by stretching its interpretation of the 

international legal foundation governing the NSR – the UN Charter on the Law of the Sea 

(UNCLOS) – to align it with Russian interests; and by strengthening the institutional framework 

governing the NSR. Moreover, Russia makes it increasingly complicated for non-Russian vessels to 

navigate the NSR. To the Russian leadership, the decision to strengthen the NSR may not be 

straightforward if it is perceived by the Kremlin to happen at the cost of Russia's security. 

 Russia’s development of the NSR encompasses a wide array of domains – economic, 

political, institutional, legal and military – so finding a theory to structure the analysis of the 

influence of Russia’s strategic threat perception on Russia’s aim of developing the NSR is a 

challenge. However, Mygind’s (2007) PIE-model (Politics, Institutions and Economy) allows for an 

analysis of the influence of the different domains on each other and thus for a dynamic analysis of 

the factors shaping Russia’s policies towards the NSR.  

 The analysis will be performed at three levels. The first level is an analysis of Russia 

as the primary actor in relation to the NSR, the second level is an analysis of the NSR, and the third 

level is an analysis of the Arctic on a regional level. These three levels will be analysed within the 

framework of the PIE-model and will be supplemented with IR theories and a military capability 

analysis. The analysis will be conducted based on secondary sources but will also employ an 

examination of the two latest Russian Arctic strategies – the one running from 2013 to 2020 and 
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the one from 2020 that will run to 2035. The thesis will address the research question after each 

analysis and will, in the conclusion, synthesize the three analyses to offer a comprehensive answer 

to the research question. 

Research question 

This thesis will explore how Russia’s military–strategic threat perception affects Russia’s stated 

aim of developing the NSR into a growth engine for Russia. The thesis will attempt to provide an 

answer to the research question: 

How does Russia’s military–strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

Definition of terms  

Military–strategic threat perception – will be operationalized as Russia’s military build-up. This 

thesis assumes that Russia will conduct a military build-up to match the foreign military capacities 

and deployments of those capacities that Russia sees as a threat to its territorial integrity, the 

(political) survival of the Russian leadership and to the survival of the nation in the most extreme 

scenario. As such, Russia’s own military build-up in the Arctic reflects Russia’s threat perception. 

Furthermore, the thesis will employ studies on Russia’s strategic culture to assess the military–

strategic threat perception prevalent among Russian decision makers. 

The Arctic – this thesis will use the definition of the Arctic provided by the Arctic Council for the 

Arctic Human Development Report. Other definitions could also have been used without any 

notable implications for the analysis, but as all the primary actors in this thesis are represented on 

the Arctic Council and as decisions are made unanimously in the Arctic Council the definition is 

neutral. It would not have been sufficient to use the Arctic Circle as a boundary for the Arctic as it 

omits parts of Alaska, Iceland and Nuuk. The area of responsibility (AOR) of Russia’s Northern Fleet 

could also have been used, but due to the classified nature of the exact delimitations of the AOR, 

and as the easternmost part of the NSR falls under the AOR of the Eastern Military District and the 

Joint Strategic Command East (JSC East), the definition used by the Arctic Council seems more 

appropriate. The different definitions of the Arctic, including the one used in this thesis (the AHDR 

boundary) can be seen on map 1 (Arctic Centre, 2020): 
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Map 1 – Arctic boundaries 

 

AHDR: Arctic Human Development Report, AMAP: Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme 

Working Group, and CAFF: Conservation of Arctic Flora and Fauna 

The Northern Sea Route – this thesis will use the NSR as the Russian government uses the term. 

The Russian government refers to the part of the Northeast Passage running from the Kara Gate or 

Cape Zhelaniya to Cape Dezhnev at the Bering Strait (Ragner, 2013, p. 542). The words used in the 

Russian name for the Northern Sea Route (Северный Морской Путь) imply that it is an internal 

and not an international route (Ragner, 2013, p. 542). The NSR is marked with a white and orange 

dotted line on map 2 (Arctic Council, 2009, p. 17): 
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Map 2 – the Northern Sea Route 

 

Growth Engine – in this thesis growth engine is used as a term to describe an area that is expected 

to be able to create trickle-down effects and thus kickstart and/or foster economic growth in areas 

besides the area that is being developed itself.  

Russia – this thesis will use the term ‘Russia’ interchangeably with the term ‘the Russian 

Federation’. In the Russian constitution both terms are used. ‘The Russian Federation’ is however 

used more often and is more official (The Kremlin 2020). 
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Literature review 

The NSR has been subject to several studies. They have primarily focused on the economic 

feasibility of the route and have attempted to provide answers to questions such as: will there be 

sufficient ice-free days to make the route attractive? Is Russia able to sustain the NSR with enough 

icebreakers? And is the infrastructure along the route sufficiently developed to sustain a large 

number of cargo vessels? Finally, China’s inclusion of the NSR in its ambitious Belt and Road 

Initiative (the New Silk Road) has fuelled research into the NSR. 

Pruyn (2016) has studied the economic feasibility of transit via the NSR by assessing 

the different scenarios of ice coverage and the associated costs. More ice equals higher costs in 

the form of icebreaker support and higher insurance premiums. The feasibility was then analysed 

by Pruyn (ibid., p. 669) by comparing the different cost scenarios to the cost-saving effect of the 

NSR versus the Suez Canal in different transport settings e.g. China to the Baltic area where the 

NSR would save a shipping company 4,184 kilometres. Even though this reduction in the transport 

distance may seem significant the combined costs of the regulations that Russia enforces on ships 

sailing the NSR, pilot costs and the passage fee make the NSR economically attractive to shipping 

companies only in the most optimistic scenarios regarding ice coverage (ibid., p. 673). Pruyn 

concludes that the NSR will only be attractive when all ice is gone, allowing ships of all sizes to use 

it and even in that case, only if there is no transit fee (ibid.). 

Dalaklis et al. (2018) have studied the NSR and its economic feasibility by analysing 

the Russian icebreaker fleet needed to ensure safe passage through the NSR. They note that while 

the Russian icebreaker fleet is of a sufficient size to cater for the current number of ships transiting 

via the NSR, the fleet will not be sufficient for the number of ships that will need to transit for 

Russia to reach its goal in relation to tonnage (ibid., p. 142). They furthermore note that military 

leaders in the US have identified an icebreaker gap as a significant challenge for the US in relation 

to operating in the Arctic (ibid., p. 144). Finally, they argue that not only does the icebreaker fleet 

need to be developed, but also the infrastructure along the route in the form of ports and search 

and rescue (SAR) stations (ibid., p. 137). Russia has, however, already come a long way, especially 

in developing new ports along the route to support Russian resource extraction in the Arctic (ibid., 

p. 144). In their analysis of the need for new icebreakers, Kiiski et al. (2018) find that even in a low 
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growth scenario Russia will need between 1 and 16 new icebreakers to cater for the NSR and in a 

high growth scenario up to 65. They furthermore find that for the NSR to be economically 

sustainable it will require between 30 and 50 megatons1 of cargo on the route annually (ibid., p. 

393). This amounts to approximately half of the official Russian goal of transporting 80 megatons 

on the route by 2024 (Moe 2020, p. 2). They find that the NSR will likely be economically 

unattractive for major shipping companies for years to come due to both political and 

infrastructure uncertainties – the question is whether or not there will be enough political will to 

invest in advance in the number of icebreakers that will be needed to support the traffic at which 

the route will be economically sustainable (Kiiski et al. 2018, p. 394). 

The question of the degree to which the infrastructure along the NSR can cater for 

the route was addressed as early as the year 2000. Ragner (2013) points to the small number of 

ports along the route as a major bottleneck. Bryzgalov (2016) also points to the lack of port 

capacity as a reason why the amount of cargo transported on the NSR has not grown more 

significantly. He adds that the undeveloped state of the ports along the route, except for the ports 

of the Murmansk and Arkhangelsk Oblasts, is the primary constraining infrastructure challenge 

(ibid., p. 104). Besides pointing to the importance of developing the ports, Radushinsky et al. 

(2017) also argue that the transport fleet needs to be developed – more vessels with a higher ice 

class and more auxiliary vessels to support transport along the route are needed. They analyse the 

cost of developing the infrastructure to the degree that it will be able to support the Russian 

government’s aim regarding tonnage of cargo transported on the route annually. They do this 

under the assumption that the sanctions regime against Russia will continue (ibid., p. 2) and find 

the following areas to be the costliest (ranked from most to least costly): 1. port infrastructure and 

auxiliary vessels; 2. icebreaking fleet; 3. transport fleet; 4. SAR, navigation, and repair and logistics 

services; and 5. cartography (ibid., p. 5). Addressing all areas will, according to their study, add up 

to a cost of between 19.5 and 22 billion US dollars (ibid.). 

 The security dilemmas arising from an NSR with a considerably larger number of 

foreign-flagged ships have been addressed by a few, primarily Russian, scholars (Selin et al., 2015). 

However, Russia’s strengthening of its military posture in the Arctic with the development of a 

 
1 1 megaton = 1,000,000 tons 
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string of Arctic bases, the strengthening of the Northern Fleet and Arctic trials of new weapon 

systems (DDIS, 2020, p. 15) have brought the security implications of the NSR to the attention of 

Western scholars as well. Keupp (2015) discusses the legal framework on which the NSR is based 

and stresses the potential for conflict over the reading of freedom of navigation – over which 

vessels Russia will allow to transit via the NSR (ibid., p. 42). With a growing potential for conflict 

between NATO and Russia, the question of freedom of navigation becomes increasingly important 

as, were the US to challenge Russia’s desire to control which vessels are allowed to navigate the 

NSR, it could trigger a conflict. Selin et al. (2015) note the geopolitical importance of the NSR as 

the most important (and depending on the climate – the only) sea route in the Arctic. They note 

that America’s critical stance towards Russia in the wake of the Ukraine conflict has forced the 

Russian government to reactivate several Arctic bases to protect the sovereignty of Russia 

including its waterways (ibid., p. 525). This analysis by Selin et al. of the NSR through a security 

prism is a rarity, whereas analyses of the Arctic in general from a security perspective are 

abundant. In her analysis of the military aspects of Russia’s Arctic policy, Zysk only mentions the 

NSR as a protection task for the Northern Fleet (2011, p. 94). She does, however, note that the 

huge economic potential of the Arctic in the form of natural resources, and the Russian 

leadership’s plan for ‘development of commercial activities in the region’ influence the strategic 

importance of the Arctic for Russia (ibid., p. 85). The commercial activities in the region that Zysk 

describes could very well also apply to the NSR. Blunden (2012) also notes the importance of the 

NSR as a possible future major traffic lane for the global economy and thus its geopolitical 

importance. She notes that at the time of her analysis an important reason for the fact that the US 

and EU had not challenged Russia’s control over the NSR was its regional military superiority (ibid., 

p. 116).  
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Research design  

In this chapter the general research approach will be presented, followed by a subchapter 

presenting the methodological considerations taken into account in the thesis. This will be 

followed by a subchapter on the method applied to provide an answer to the research question, 

then the data used in the thesis will be presented, and finally the primary delimitations of the 

thesis will be set out.  

General research approach 

This master’s thesis will employ an exploratory research design to address a research question 

that, as the above literature review shows, has only been vaguely treated in the publicly-available 

research on the NSR. The thesis will analyse the dynamics shaped by Russia’s military strategic 

threat perception which affect Russia’s room for manoeuvre regarding the development of the 

NSR. This analysis will be structured by using Mygind’s (2007) PIE-model. The thesis will analyse 

the dynamics between the different domains of the PIE-model. The analysis will consist of three 

levels, each shedding light on the importance of Russia’s threat perception regarding the 

development of the NSR from different angles. The first is a study of Russia, the second is a study 

of the Arctic Zone of the Russian Federation (AZRF) with a focus on the NSR, and the third is a 

study of the Arctic. All three levels will be analysed with the PIE-model as a guiding framework and 

with a focus on the research question. Within the framework of the PIE-model the thesis will 

analyse the military configuration in the Arctic and the military capabilities of the Arctic coastal 

states. This analysis is used to assess Russia’s military strategic threat perception. The thesis will 

seek to answer the research question at each level to assess its explanatory power. To ensure that 

the analysis goes into depth and to ensure a structured approach the thesis will, besides 

employing Mygind’s (2007) theory, employ theory on how to conduct a military capability analysis, 

and international relations theories to structure the analysis at the regional level. Finally, the three 

analyses will be synthesized. To answer the research question the methodology used by the thesis 

will be a systems analysis primarily based on secondary sources.  

Methodology  

To answer the research questions this thesis will apply an exploratory approach. As the research 

question cannot be falsified, a naturalist approach will not be possible. The thesis will not attempt 
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to create new theory from the study in an inductive manner nor will it test hypotheses generated 

through theory with the data found in a deductive manner. As the literature review shows, the 

subject has only been briefly examined by scholars so this thesis will need to explore the subject 

and through this exploration attempt to provide an answer to the research question. This will not 

be an unplanned, serendipitous approach (Moses & Knutsen, 2007, p. 200), the exploration will be 

structured by applying Mygind’s (2007) PIE-model and within this overarching framework several 

theories on subfields will be applied to structure the analysis. 

 This approach can be encapsulated in the systems view described by Arbnor and 

Bjerke (2009, p. 2) as a holistic approach to the analysis of systems of different scales such as 

businesses, organizations and countries. They describe systems view as being: ‘in its broadest 

sense … the interdisciplinary study of organizations with systems language and thinking. More 

specifically, it is a framework by which a creator of knowledge can analyse and/or describe any 

group of objects that work in concert to produce some result’ (ibid., p. 2). The domain is 

interdisciplinary and attempts to create knowledge by bringing together perspectives from 

different disciplines such as business studies, economics, philosophy and biology (ibid., p. 2). 

Systems theory is rooted in two central beliefs, the first being that ‘all phenomena can be 

regarded as a web of relationships among its components’ and the second being that ‘all systems 

have common patterns, behaviour and properties which can be explained and/or understood to 

develop greater insight into the behaviour of complex phenomena’ (ibid.). These two fundamental 

starting points for the system view approach to creating knowledge both stress the 

interconnectedness of the different elements of which a phenomenon that is being studied 

consists. The approach also stresses the interconnectedness of the parts of a system and that the 

parts can only be understood when analysed as a whole (ibid., p. 3) and, as such, it is a holistic 

methodology. Arbnor and Bjerke (ibid.) emphasize that the systems view methodology can be 

used both to explain complex phenomena and to understand these phenomena. 

 Arbnor and Bjerke (ibid., p. 13) list three principles for creating knowledge with the 

systems view methodology. The first principle is that it is necessary to approach an issue as a 

totality consisting of interrelated parts. They argue that if this principle is not followed the subject 

studied will be narrowed unnecessarily (ibid.). However, in order to be able to make a meaningful 

study it is necessary to delimit the system being analysed and the degree of detail that will be 
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included (ibid.). The second principle is that it must be kept in mind that a system is complex and 

that any analysis will only be able to (re)create parts of reality. The third principle is that the 

system being analysed is related to the people studying it. This relativity will lead to conscious or 

unconscious biases that will affect the knowledge being produced within the systems view 

methodology (ibid., p. 14). This thesis will use these principles as a guideline for considering what 

kind of knowledge this thesis can produce and how it can be produced – its epistemological and 

methodological foundation. Illustrated below in Figure 1 is the system view as the funnel 

structuring the three levels analysed through the PIE-model. 

Figure 1 – The systems view funnelling the analysis 

 

Method 

As already outlined, this thesis will conduct an analysis at three different levels. The first is a study 

of Russia, the second is a study of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR, and the third is a study of the 

Arctic with a focus on the NSR. The three different levels can be seen as interpretive cases in the 

sense that the only generalizing dimension they have in common is the focus on the NSR (Moses & 

Knutsen, 2007, p. 132). The different levels will not be compared to each other as in a method of 

difference to see where they differ (ibid., p. 98), rather they will be used to shed light on the 

The importance of Russia’s military 
strategic threat perception in the Arctic's 
influence on Russia’s ability to make the 

Northern Sea Route a growth engine.

Analysis of 
the Arctic 

with a focus 
on the NSR 

Analysis of 
the AZRF 

with a focus 
on the NSR

Analysis of 
Russia
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research question from different angles as they differ in scope from the local over the macro to 

the regional level, from the local over the state-focused to the international. All three levels will be 

analysed with a focus on the NSR and with the PIE-model as the framework. The approach will be 

a qualitative approach focusing on the analysis of the different domains in the PIE-model. The 

analysis will focus on the dynamics between the different domains within each level and across 

the three levels. The analysis will primarily be based on secondary sources. 

 The thesis could also have chosen to conduct a comparative case study in which the 

focus was narrowed to Russian legislation related to the NSR before and after the deterioration in 

the relationship between the West and Russia as a way to shed light on whether or not Russia’s 

military–strategic threat perception has been a decisive factor in Russia’s ability to make the NSR a 

growth engine. However, as the subject has only been briefly touched upon, this approach has not 

been chosen as it does not allow for the nuances that the application of the PIE-model at three 

different levels does.  

Data 

The data used to answer the research question is primarily secondary sources in the form of 

articles on the NSR and on Russia regarding its politics, economy, institutions and culture. These 

secondary sources are coupled with an analysis of primary sources in the form of the two most 

recent Russian arctic strategies. Finally, the thesis employs reports from the Danish Defence 

Intelligence Service (DDIS) to assess the layout of the Russian military build-up in the Arctic and 

Russia’s threat perception in the Arctic. The thesis uses articles to analyse the military capabilities 

of the other Arctic coastal states. It is, of course, not possible to assess the true nature of the 

military capabilities of any of the involved states only drawing on open sources as some capacities 

and the real state of the capabilities are closely guarded state secrets, but for answering this 

thesis’ research question, it will suffice to analyse these documents as they provide an overall 

picture which will be a perhaps not perfect, but close representation of the military capabilities in 

the Arctic. Regarding the state of the NSR, several studies have been published, as mentioned in 

the literature review. The thesis will employ these studies when analysing the NSR. 
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Delimitations 

The thesis will not focus on China, even though China plays an increasingly important role in the 

Arctic from both a security and economic point of view. China has expressed a desire to become 

an Arctic power. It has increased investments in the AZRF, and it has expressed a desire to 

establish a military presence in the Arctic (DDIS, 2020, pp. 20–21). The thesis will of course include 

China where it is deemed necessary, but China will not be analysed in its own right. The reason to 

exclude China from a more central role in the analysis is to keep a focus on the primary 

competition in the Arctic – that between the US and Russia.  

The thesis will only have a limited consideration of NATO and will instead focus on 

the five Arctic coastal states. The reason for not including NATO as an actor is the Russian 

perception that NATO is nothing more than an extended arm of the US and that NATO, in recent 

years, has not focused on the Arctic. This may be about to change – in 2018 NATO conducted the 

largest exercise in the Arctic since the Cold War – exercise Trident Juncture with the participation 

of over 50,000 NATO troops (Weitz, 2019).  
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The PIE-model 

Mygind (2007) has developed a model for analysing societies through the interactions between 

the politics, the institutions and the economy of the society – the PIE-model. The model was 

developed as existing models such as the PEST and PESTLE-models did not take the importance of 

societies’ institutions into account. Mygind argues that the existing models merely provided a 

checklist for different domains that need to be analysed but did not include the interactions 

between the different domains (ibid., p. 1). This deficit is addressed in the PIE-model by stressing 

that the analysis of the politics, institutions and economy needs to be holistic in the sense that the 

interactions between the domains are an essential part of the analysis (ibid.). Mygind states that 

the goal of the model is ‘to make a relatively simple overview over the main elements and their 

interaction. The idea is that it can be used for a relatively simple analysis of the framework of a 

given society’ (ibid.).  

Mygind (ibid., p. 2) argues that when using the model, it is necessary to adjust it to 

the case(s) being analysed – the three main elements of the model do not need to carry the same 

weight. Institutions and the quality of a society’s institutions are central drivers for growth as, 

even when they are not formalized, they set the rules of both the political and the economic 

system in a society and function as a rule setter through culture (ibid.). The political part of the 

model deals with ‘the distribution of power, income and resources on the citizens, who can be 

divided into different social groups in relation to this distribution’ (ibid.). He divides the economy 

into two parts to make it more manageable – flow variables – GDP, investments etc. and stock 

variables – natural resources, human resources, infrastructure etc. (ibid., p. 4). The last part of the 

model is the surrounding world which affects the other three domains in the form of, for example, 

sanctions, international pressure, and changes in international trade (ibid.). All three primary 

domains and the surrounding world interact and Mygind argues that this is a key reason for paying 

special attention to path dependency e.g. ‘The current institutions are the result of earlier 

developments, at the same time they set the rules of the game for future changes’ (ibid.). The 

initial stage of a society being analysed is important as it to a high degree determines the future 

possibilities. By analysing and specifying the politics, institutions and economy of a society it 

becomes possible to apply the model as an analytical framework and analyse the interaction 
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between them (ibid., p. 5). The following figure illustrates the model and interactions between the 

main domains and the surrounding world: 

Figure 2 – Dynamics of the PIE-model 

 

Source: Mygind, 2007, p. 3 

The three main domains and the surrounding world are described in more detail below, followed 

by a presentation of Mygind’s (2007) thoughts on how the model can be applied.  

Politics 

Mygind divides the political domain into two primary groups – social groups and political 

processes. Social groups are primarily defined on the basis of distribution of resources 

corresponding to the Marxist concept of class based on access to/ownership of the society’s 

capital (2007, p. 6). Mygind finds the struggle over resources to be a main driver in the model as 

the link between capital resources and political power is clear as ‘Groups controlling essential 

resources are within given institutional constraints able to convert their economic power position 

to high influence in politics’ (ibid.). Social groups without capital can gain political power by 

organizing into unions and political parties. The relative importance of social groups is not fixed 

and has changed over time as the economy and institutions affect the social groups in the form of 
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increased productivity due to new inventions for example, or greater equality due to better 

education (ibid.). Furthermore, it is not only the formal institutions that affect the creation and 

relative power of social groups; in a society informal institutions such as ethnicity or religion are 

also foundations for the creation of social groups and can be used to enhance the influence of one 

group at the cost of another (ibid.). 

 The political processes are the other primary group within the domain of politics. 

Mygind (2007, p. 6) defines the political processes as the result of ‘conflicts, alliances, and 

developments in relative strength of the different groups’. Furthermore, the political processes are 

shaped by economic developments, technological developments, changes in the institutions 

governing the political processes, and pressure from the surrounding world – all factors that may 

also affect the different social groups in a society. These changes in the political processes then 

shape the economy, the institutions and possibly the surrounding world in a constant feedback 

loop (ibid., p. 7). In the model the political processes and the political institutions are used to 

define the political system – broadly speaking, is it authoritarian or democratic? Centralized or 

decentralized etc? The political processes are also defined by the degree of political competition – 

to which degree is the government being challenged by a strong opposition and a vibrant civil 

society? Another check on the government and the political processes is the media – to which 

degree is the media independent and to which degree are the political processes transparent to a 

point that makes it possible for the media to check them? Mygind argues that even though 

societies with strong governments and a small degree of political competition may be able to 

make profound changes fast, they are also more likely to experience drastic changes increasing 

the political risk of investing in such societies (ibid.). The political processes are closely related to 

the political institutions as they govern each other – the political domain creates the political 

institutions that in turn control the political processes (ibid., p. 8). 

Institutions 

Mygind (2007) divides the institutions important for the model into three main groups – political 

institutions, economic institutions and informal institutions – but first he explains why it is 

important to pay attention to the quality of these institutions and their ability to enforce their 

decisions. Mygind uses North’s (1990) definition of institutions as being, ‘any form of constraints 

that human beings devise to shape human interaction’ (ibid., p. 8). They define how power is 
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distributed and structure how humans can interact in any given society, they enforce and set both 

the formal and the informal rules and through this they bring certainty. This certainty makes it 

easier to do business as predictability increases and transaction costs decrease.  

 Mygind (ibid., p. 9) notes that when we measure the quality of institutions there is a 

hierarchy of values in which, for example, democracies are rated higher than authoritarian 

systems and meritocracy rated higher than a nepotistic system. This hierarchy can, however, 

change as any specific set of institutions will lead to an outcome beneficial to one social group and 

perhaps less beneficial to another and the social groups affected might seek to change the values 

leading to a certain set of institutions. Furthermore, the institutions that work well in one culture 

might fail in another due to factors such as trust or the degree of individualism (ibid.). Besides the 

hierarchy of values that lies behind the evaluation of the quality of a society’s institutions it is also 

necessary to include a consideration of the degree to which the rules that are agreed upon are 

enforced; for institutions to be effective and credible it is paramount that the rules are enforced 

(ibid.). Even though the set of formal and informal institutions differs from society to society there 

are some institutions that have proved to be better at fostering growth and the study of these has 

led to the development of some quality yardsticks (ibid.). Such a yardstick could be the World 

Bank’s annual ‘Doing Business’ report in which they evaluate the ease of doing business in 190 

countries. An important parameter in the ‘Doing Business’ report is whether or not there is rule of 

law (World Bank, 2020).  

 The rule of law is partly ensured by the political institutions. The rules are set in the 

constitution, which defines the political system. It could be a presidential system, a one-party 

system, or a multi-party system as in Scandinavia (Mygind, 2007, p. 10). It furthermore sets the 

basis for the human rights in a society – for example is freedom of assembly ensured and how 

transparent is the system? Political institutions such as the state administration and the judiciary 

implement the rules set by the legislative power in the political domain and as such enforce both 

political and economic institutions (ibid.). As such the quality of the state administration and 

judiciary is key to enforce the rule of law in a society by ensuring that each institution and 

individual is, ‘treated equally in relation to the rules and the implementation of legislation’ (ibid.). 

When these systems fail due to corruption in the form of nepotism, bribery, extortion, etc. the 
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formal rules governed by the formal institutions give way to informal rules governed by informal 

institutions (ibid.). 

 The economic institutions deal with the part of a society’s rules that are related to 

the economy e.g. intellectual property rights and the degree of rights for corporations, they both 

set the rules for the overall economy and for the corporate governance of the private sector (ibid., 

p. 11). Furthermore, they set the framework for how the central bank conducts its work and how 

the financial sector is regulated (ibid.). One central right governed by the economic institutions is 

the right to own property: ‘Clear property rights are important for making trading of goods and 

services possible and for creating a market for control of enterprises as well as for land and other 

assets’ (ibid.). To measure the extent of market orientation of an economy Mygind suggests that 

the amount of red tape, the openness of the economy, and the size of the FDI can be used.  

 The informal institutions are the rules set and enforced by a society’s culture in its 

broadest meaning – its belief systems, values, traditions and norms, preferences, ethnicities, tribal 

structures, etc. (ibid., p. 12). As these institutions deal with subjects that are difficult to measure, it 

is challenging to rank the informal institutions (ibid.). Some of a society’s values may be short-

lived, but carry huge weight, such as many internet phenomena for example, and others may have 

survived for thousands of years. Mygind (ibid) refers to Williamson (2000) who ‘assumes that the 

basic informal institutions change within a time horizon of more than 100 years, while formal 

institutions can be changed much faster’. Mygind argues that a central part of informal institutions 

is social trust, and that social trust can wane when a society experiences significant political and or 

institutional changes which increase uncertainty in relation to the rules of society (ibid., pp. 12–

13). 

Economy 

The economic domain in the model encompasses the natural resources of a society, the economic 

policy, the economic flows, and the markets (Mygind, 2007, p. 13). It could be argued that several 

of the areas that fall into the economic domain could also come under one of the other domains 

and this reinforces the importance of paying attention to the relations and interactions between 

the domains of the model. As described above, well-functioning institutions and a stable political 

climate are key to a strong economy. A further key is the presence of economic policies that 
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ensure stability in the economy by measures including keeping inflation low and investing in 

economic resources (ibid., p. 14). Investment in the economy is not sufficient; the economy also 

needs to be supported by an institutional framework that ensures safety for investors, safety for 

customers, and that investments are allocated as best and effectively as possible, etc. (ibid.). 

These institutions, to some extent, do also ensure how the macroeconomy in a society develops, 

but only to a degree as external factors also play a large part (ibid.). Mygind (2007) argues that 

because the macroeconomic developments caused by political and institutional changes may be 

radically different from industry to industry within the same economy, it might be more relevant 

to make an analysis of both the macro and the industrial levels. 

 These policies and institutions that a society will implement to ensure a strong 

economy and a healthy business environment are to a high degree aimed at maximising the 

society’s resources in the form of human resources/capital and assets (ibid., p. 15). Ensuring that 

the resources are utilized and developed as best as possible sets important (and difficult) tasks for 

a society. For example, to ensure that human capital is best utilized it is important to ensure a high 

participation rate for male and female citizens, which requires labour policies and institutions to 

enforce them (ibid.). This is one example of how to strengthen the human resources of a society. 

Another primary resource is a society’s companies private and public and the investments they 

make in their fixed capital. When assessing a society’s economy it is important to take the fixed 

capital into account – how willing are a society’s companies to invest in enhancing their 

productivity and thus invest in future gains. It is however difficult to measure, and Mygind 

mentions that stock market capitalization has been used a measure, but that it is only an 

appropriate yardstick in societies where a large part of the private sector is listed on the stock 

market (ibid.). Mygind thus argues that the flow of production is a better yardstick as it shows 

what is actually produced to the demand of the market (ibid., p. 16). Another indicator could be 

the share of high-tech products being produced by a society’s enterprises, but this is also difficult 

to measure as the production of a given high-tech product is often the result of a long value chain 

where only some of the value adding steps can be considered to be a reflection of enterprises 

investing in fixed capital (e.g. research and development) (ibid.). In order to bring these products 

to the market, infrastructure that can support the economy is necessary and, as such, the 

infrastructure is also a part of a society’s resources (ibid.). To a high degree the possibilities for 
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developing a society’s infrastructure are dictated by its geography – is it landlocked or easily 

accessible by waterways? Is it mountainous or flat? 

Surrounding world 

In the PIE-model the surrounding world does not have its own domain, as the surrounding world 

affects all three domains of the model (Mygind, 2007, p. 17). As such the surrounding world is an 

important part of the model unless the analysis is of a completely isolated society, which is 

probably only a theoretical possibility. Mygind (2007) stresses that the interaction between the 

different domains and the surrounding world is important as the international relations between 

different societies, technological developments in other countries and (as is very relevant today) 

the pollution of other countries will affect the society being studied, even though the decisions 

that have led to these occurrences may not have been taken in the society being studied. 

Furthermore, multinational institutions may play a role in both setting the rules and enforcing 

them in a national context – an example could be the WTO and the rules and tariffs negotiated 

there (ibid., p. 17). Another effect the surrounding world can have on a society is an inspiring 

effect – social groups in one society may create popular movements or organizations and inspire 

social groups in other societies (ibid.). Increased regional cooperation is another development that 

makes it important to take the surrounding world into account – when studying societies in the EU 

it would be a poor analysis if the political, and especially the institutional, influence of the EU is 

not included (ibid.). Finally, most if not all economies are tightly intertwined with the economies of 

other countries – when a subprime mortgage crisis hit the financial sector in North America it 

rapidly spread to the rest of the world and if the copper industry in Chile were to suddenly slow 

down due, for example, to new environmental safety demands, the effect will also be felt in China. 

Mygind (ibid.) mentions FDI and foreign trade as key indicators for measuring the economic 

relations between societies.  

The Global PIE-model 

Mygind (2020) has further developed the PIE-model by also proposing a PIE-model that focuses on 

the relationship between nations. These relations would, in the classical PIE-model as described 

above, be included in the surrounding world. The global PIE-model has the same dynamics as the 

classical PIE-model. The main difference is the scope of analysis – instead of a country/society the 

focus of the analysis is a group of countries/societies e.g. a region (ibid.). 
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In the global PIE-model the process part of the politics domain is the struggle 

between countries (and alliances of countries) instead of that between social groups within a 

society; it could be expressed as diplomatic clout or, in the final instance, as relative military 

might. The resource part of the politics domain is the relative distribution of economic flows and 

resources between the countries (ibid.).  

The political institutions in the global PIE-model consist of international institutions 

such as the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The economic 

institutions consist of bodies such as the World Trade Organization and international trade law, 

and the informal institutions could include international pop culture or a lingua franca such as 

English. These organizations enforce the rules of the international system that are the institutions 

(ibid.). 

The economy domain in the global PIE-model is, as in the classical model, divided 

into flows and resources. In the global PIE-model themes that could fall under international flows 

include trade, FDI and loans. The following are examples of subjects which could fall under 

resources: global infrastructure (e.g. undersea cables), migration of labour (the movement itself 

will fall under flows, but the change it creates will fall under resources), and cross-border 

processing of raw materials (ibid.). 

Interactions between the different domains  

The strength of the PIE-model (both the classical and the global model) is that it allows for both a 

focused analysis of each of the three domains and their parts, but also of the interactions between 

these domains (Mygind, 2007, p. 18). In the classical PIE-model the focus is on the dynamics 

between social groups in a society, on the politics this dynamic/competition creates and through 

those politics the institutional framework and economic realities of the society being studied. In 

the global PIE-model, the driving competition is not between social groups in a society, but 

between countries and alliances of countries and how the changes this competition creates affect 

the relative power between these entities (Mygind, 2020). Both the classical and the global PIE-

models are characterized by the mutual dependency of the different domains – if changes occur in 

one domain, they will affect the other domains (of course to varying degrees) (Mygind, 2007, p. 

18). This makes it a highly dynamic model. It is of course attractive for any society to identify the 
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changes that create a positive feedback loop and it is just as attractive for any nation to avoid 

making political, institutional and economic decisions that will spark a negative process. These 

sparks that can initiate either a positive or negative feedback loop can also come from outside, 

from the surrounding world; examples include the invention of the internet, or increased global 

free trade, or natural disasters and pandemics (ibid., p. 19). Which domain is the first to change 

and thus to kickstart the feedback has historically varied and also varied from country to country – 

in Eastern Europe the political domain kickstarted a development that changed the institutions 

and the economies and in some countries in East Asia an economic liberation paved the way for a 

liberalization of authoritarian regimes (ibid.). 

How to apply the PIE-model  

The classical PIE-model is targeted, as described above, on the analysis of a society, but it can also 

be used to analyse a sector in the society being analysed (Mygind, 2007, p. 20). And the analysis at 

the society level can then be used as a supplement for an analysis of a group of societies or a 

region in the global PIE-model. When describing the classical PIE-model Mygind proposes making 

the analysis in two rounds, with the first one being of the macro-level (the society) and the second 

being of the industry or sector. A third round could be of the regional level by applying the global 

PIE-model. The macro analysis can consist of an analysis of such areas as inflation, ease of doing 

business, the relative power between different social groups, etc. and the industry-level analysis 

can consist of an analysis of the actors on the industry level, political developments related to the 

industry, regulation of the industry, etc. (ibid.). The relative weight given to the different domains 

will depend on the scope and goal of the analysis and this will also define which areas within the 

different domains are necessary to include in the analysis. The timeframe of the PIE-model can be 

both short and long and this will again depend on the subject being analysed. However, the 

institutional domain in particular, is slow to change and changes might only slowly become 

apparent (very much so for some informal institutions) and this makes the model better suited for 

longer-term analyses (ibid.). 
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A PIE analysis of the NSR in three stages 

To structure the analysis of the specific case of Russian society in the macro-analysis within the 

PIE-model, Mygind’s (2016) growth model will be presented. The method used to conduct the 

military capability analysis in this thesis will be described. This description will be followed by a 

description and short discussion of the theoretical framework which works as the foundation for 

the application of the global PIE-model to the international relations between the Arctic coastal 

states, namely realist theory. Finally, a comparative analysis of the 2013 and 2020 Russian Arctic 

Strategies will be made which will inform both the industry-level and the macro-level analysis. 

These presentations of the theories which will be used together with the PIE-model to structure 

the analysis will be followed by the actual analysis. 

 The analysis is conducted in three rounds. The first round is an analysis of Russia as 

the society in which the NSR is located. This will be followed by an analysis of the AZRF as the 

region that is central for the research question at the industry/sector level. Finally, the region, the 

Arctic, consisting of the five Arctic coastal states (Canada, Denmark/Greenland, Norway, Russia, 

and the US) will be analysed. As such the analysis moves from a detailed level to a broader 

perspective. All three levels of the analysis will be structured by applying the PIE-model. To assess 

Russia’s threat perception, an analysis of the military configuration in the Arctic will be conducted 

in the regional analysis. The military capability analysis will be conducted under the economic 

domain, as the factors affecting a military’s capabilities are closely related to the state of the 

economy of a country as described in the sub chapter presenting military capability analysis. The 

emphasis of the analysis will be on the industry level and the regional level analysis and the macro 

analysis of Russia will function as a bridge between the two. The three phases are shown below in 

Figure 3:  
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Figure 3 - a PIE analysis of the NSR 

 

The PIE Growth Model  

Mygind (2016) studied the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) to gain knowledge 

about their high growth rates in recent years. In his studies of these countries he has expanded on 

the PIE-model to provide a model for explaining economic growth (ibid., p. 18). He does this by 

building upon the traditional growth models that either focus on capital (K) or labour (L) or total 

factor productivity (TFP). Mygind focuses on these three elements of growth, but also adds three 

further elements for a combined total of six in his model, which relates to the PIE-model (ibid., p. 

2). Mygind’s growth model consists of input of (L), quality of labour (Q), input of (K), quality of 

capital (T), input of raw material, energy and land (R) and efficient use of inputs (TFP): 

Production = function(L*Q*K*T,R-P,TFP) 

L is the workforce – the number of working age people in the economy able to work. 

The share of population made up of the work force is central to understanding how many others 

the workforce needs to support. This is given by the rate between the workforce and the people in 

the economy not able to work, which is called the dependency rate (ibid., p. 5). 

Q, quality of the labour, is the average educational level of a worker in the 

workforce. When the dependency rate increases and fewer people provide for more people, an 

increase in Q is necessary if the output of the economy is to remain stable, assuming K is kept 
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constant (ibid.). This can be done by investing in qualifying the workforce, largely through better 

education (ibid.).  

K, capital, is the equipment used in the economy. Mygind notes (ibid.) that there is 

both a quantitative and a qualitative dimension to K as production is not only a result of e.g. the 

number of machines, but also the quality of them. the quality dimension is covered by T. K is not 

only the equipment used directly in the production, but also the infrastructure that facilitates an 

effective economy e.g. roads, internet cables, schools, airports, water access and hospitals. 

T, quality of capital, reflects the fact that more technologically advanced equipment 

will for the most part lead to higher productivity. Mygind notes that the phenomenon known as 

‘leap-frogging’ provides an explanation for how the BRIC countries could develop as fast as they 

did – they did not have to reinvent the technology already invented in the West and did not have 

to invest in all the intermediate steps (e.g. telephone cables before 3G) and could therefore leap-

frog forward (ibid., p. 6). 

R, input of raw material, energy, and land, reflects the natural endowments an 

economy has simply due to its location, and the development and use of these resources is a way 

to enhance production (ibid.). Mygind, however notes that it could be argued that the pollution (P) 

which such extraction often implies should be deducted from the production as an externality and 

also, that resources (with the exception of solar, wind and hydro-energy of course) are exhaustible 

and finite, which negates the positive effect of using R as it then disappears from the economy 

(ibid.). This is represented in the equation as R – P.  

TFP, the efficient use of inputs, the total factor productivity, reflects the fact that 

even when all the other factors are static it is still a possibility to use and combine them in a more 

efficient manner (ibid). The combination and employment of all the economy’s resources will be 

determined by politicians setting the rules through institutions, and by economic agents acting 

according to the rules set and enforced by these institutions (ibid.). 

Mygind (ibid., p. 18) stresses (as is also apparent from the above) that even though 

economic growth fits most naturally within the economy domain of the PIE-model, it is also 

shaped by actions, decisions and events in the two other domains and in the surrounding world. 

Within the politics domain, decisions on how to tax will have bearings on the amount of money 
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that can be made by producing and thus affect L and possibly Q. But the same tax might be used 

to enhance K in the form of infrastructure and schools. And the formal institutions in a society will 

provide the framework for the economy and thus to a high degree for the TFP, but it is also 

affected by the informal institutions which may either strengthen or weaken the incitements set 

and enforced by the formal institutions (ibid., p. 19). The surrounding world will affect the 

production, for example by providing K through investments (ibid., p. 20). And economic growth of 

course also affects both the institutional and political domains (and the surrounding world) and 

not just the domain of the economy, e.g. enhanced economic growth might decrease tensions 

between social groups (ibid., p. 19).  

The growth model proposed by Mygind (2016) explains the supply side of the 

economy (the potential of the economy). The outcome of the economy is, of course, also affected 

by the demand side, but with the focus on the potential of the economy the model is applicable in 

the long-term where the effect of economic cycles should equal out. 

Military capability analysis  

To assess the relative power of the Arctic coastal states an assessment of their military capabilities 

is needed. In order to conduct an assessment of a country’s military capability a military capability 

analysis is needed. This thesis will follow the framework presented in the Analysts Handbook by 

Tellis (2000) from the RAND Corporation. This framework will be nuanced with points made in a 

recent article authored by Meisel, Moyer and Gutberlet of the Modern War Institute at West 

Point.  

 Tellis begins the chapter on how to measure military capability in the Analysts 

Handbook by stating that ‘The ultimate yardstick of national power is military capability’ (2000, p. 

133). A society’s survival in the most extreme scenarios hinges on a well-functioning military and a 

state’s ability to inflict its will on other societies hinges on the same (ibid.). But the assessment of 

the military strength of different countries is not an easy task – it is necessary to carefully analyse 

the different elements that together make up a country’s military capability (ibid.). It boils down to 

analysing the resources given to the military and how well the military can transform them (ibid., 

p. 134). Tellis argues that the analysis of military capability is very similar to an analysis of national 

power; it is necessary to find and analyse the strategic resources of a society and the degree to 
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which they are available for the military (ibid.). Furthermore, how these resources are converted 

and activated into a military capability needs to be assessed (ibid., p. 135). 

Strategic resources 

Tellis clearly states that the starting point for any military capability analysis is an assessment of 

the resources available to a country’s military – manpower, technology, etc. (ibid., p. 136).  As it is 

very difficult for countries with small populations to raise huge armies and difficult for poor 

nations to invest in high-tech military equipment, there is of course a close relationship between 

the strategic resources of a country and the strategic resources available for that country’s military 

(ibid.). However, if the threat or risk is large enough, even countries with small populations or low 

GDPs might find it necessary to direct a disproportionate amount of the state’s resources to the 

military (ibid.).  

 Tellis describes the primary strategic resources important for a military capability 

analysis as being: defence budgets; manpower; military infrastructure; combat research, 

development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) institutions; defence industrial base, and inventory 

and support (ibid., p. 137). These resources and the indicators used to measure them are shown in 

Figure 4: 

Figure 4 – Strategic resources and indicators 

 

Source: Tellis, 2000, p. 1 
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In their recent research on how to measure military capabilities, Meisel et al. (2020) nuance how 

to view these strategic resources. They argue that the size of defence budgets is only relevant if it 

considers the quality of equipment purchased and the number and quality of the soldiers it will 

allow for. They have constructed an index, the Military Equipment Index (MEI) which rates 

different types and generations of equipment to take into account that some countries, popularly 

expressed, get ‘more bang for the buck’. They e.g. find that while Russia’s share of global military 

spending in 2015 was 4 per cent, its MEI share was 9.1 per cent. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s share 

of global military spending was over 5 per cent and its MEI share was approximately 1 per cent  – 

translated, this means that Russia gets approximately double the firepower for a dollar invested 

and Saudi Arabia gets 20 cents on the dollar (Meisel et al., 2020).  

Conversion capability 

These strategic resources alone, however, are not enough. It is also necessary to analyse the 

military’s ability to convert them into a state-of-the-art fighting force able to enforce the will of 

the nation – this ability is analysed in the conversion capability (Tellis, 2000, p. 143). Tellis states, 

‘Successfully converting available resources into effective military capability is therefore one real 

test of the quality of military leadership (success in battle is the obvious other key test)’. A number 

of factors besides the quality of the military leadership determine the conversion capability: 1) 

threats and strategy; 2) civil–military relationships; 3) foreign military contacts; 4) organization, 

doctrine and training of the military; and 5) degree of ability to innovate within the armed forces 

(ibid., pp. 143–144).  

In the Analyst’s Handbook strategy is defined as the ‘process by which a force 

matches its means (the resources provided to it) to its external problems’ (ibid., p. 144). Tellis 

argues that strategy is what makes the military power relevant as, if done properly, it provides 

answers to two questions: what does the state want (in the security domain)? And what military 

resources are needed to reach that goal? Threats are important in this regard as they are perhaps 

the most important external factor shaping a country’s security strategy (ibid.). Other important 

factors shaping the strategy is the state’s broader goals including – does it have colonies which 

need protection or does it seek to regain former glory – and geography? (ibid.). It is of course 

impossible to quantify a country’s security strategy, but it is possible to get a sense of the strategy 

by combining an analysis of some of the countries’ strategic military resources and their 
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employment (e.g. exercises and deployments) with an analysis of the country’s geographic 

position, declared strategies, past strategy and allies and enemies (ibid., pp. 145-146). 

Civil–military relationships affect the conversion capability as the relationship 

between the civilian government (in most cases) and the military leadership has bearings on both 

the resource allocation to the military and its employment (ibid., p. 146). There will often be a 

struggle between the military and the civilian government employing it. Military power is often 

most effective when it is applied fast, decisively, overwhelmingly and unexpectedly. This, however, 

makes it difficult to control (ibid., pp. 146-147). Tellis describes the three most common types of 

civil–military relationships: 1) liberal – strong civilian control and the military oriented outwards; 

2) authoritarian – strong civilian control and military oriented both outwards and inwards and 3) 

praetorian – civil–military competition and military oriented towards challengers to the state and 

itself as well as outside threats. 

Foreign military contacts affect the conversion capability, as an extensive network of 

allies can help the military leadership to attain knowledge faster – technological knowledge, 

intelligence about adversaries and experiences (ibid., p. 148). Observing non-allied exercises may 

also act as an assurance measure (such as Russian officers being invited to observe NATO 

exercises) which will allow the military leadership a more advance notice (ibid.). Because of the 

importance of foreign military contacts and of the ease with which foreign military can be 

observed this may be a good measure for the ambitions of the military leadership regarding an 

enhancement of their conversion capability (ibid., p. 149). 

 Organization, doctrine, and training is what makes the military hardware, all the 

expensive high-tech equipment, lethal. The armed forces of a country could be superior both in 

terms of manpower and technology, but if the ability to integrate the manpower and the 

technology is not present the superiority will be short-lived (ibid). Organization becomes 

important as without a strong command and control structure the military leadership will not be 

able to direct the armed forces in the direction (both literally and figuratively) needed (ibid., p. 

150). The doctrine is the framework for the fighting forces; it specifies how the military should 

employ its forces on the battlefield (ibid., p. 149). As the blitzkrieg during the Second World War 

showed, a decisive employment of joint forces in a limited area can create a temporary superiority 
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that can win wars. Training is paramount, as without training the equipment becomes obsolete 

(ibid., p. 150). It is difficult and time consuming to enhance the organization, doctrine, and training 

and therefore they are more relevant to study than the equipment and technology, which can be 

rapidly procured (ibid., p. 151). 

 The ability to innovate is important in regard to the conversion capability, as a good 

ability to innovate will allow the military leadership to apply its resources faster and better when 

facts change, both strategically and on the ground (ibid., p. 153). Tellis uses innovation to describe 

the ability to enhance strategy, organization, doctrine, and training as well as the ability to develop 

new technologies.  

 The analysis of the strategic resources, coupled with a careful analysis of the armed 

forces’ ability to convert these resources into warfighting capabilities, is necessary to assess the 

combat proficiency (ibid., p. 158). The combat proficiency is the final product for the military – its 

actual ability to fight a war against one or several adversaries (ibid.). So the real test of the 

employment of the strategic resources and the military’s conversion capability comes when the 

troops are employed in combat. Assessing combat proficiency is difficult – it requires combat (or 

something remarkably similar), and it can take hugely different forms depending on the 

adversary/adversaries (ibid.). Tellis proposes the framework designed by Isaacson, J. A. (1999) of 

the RAND corporation which ranks different combat scenarios that a military can face, and the 

strategic resources and conversion capability needed to be successful in those scenarios. The 

scenarios are made for ground forces, naval forces and for air forces (ibid.). The scenarios range 

from irregular infantry conducting ambushes to a knowledge-based, military conducting 

synchronized precision strikes across the battlespace; from laying coastal mines to achieving full 

blue water control and, from defence of airspace sovereignty to enabling the suppression of 

critical mobile targets (ibid., pp. 162–173). 

International relations theory 

Two main schools dominate international relations theory – the liberal school and the contrasting 

realist school (Pichler, 1998, p. 194). These schools, while opposing, may however both hold 

explanatory power in relation to the study of the dynamics driving Russia’s development of the 

NSR and will consequently both be presented. 
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 The realist school was born out of Hans J. Morgenthau’s works in the immediate 

post-war period. In the second edition of the work ‘Politics among Nations’ (1954) he presented 

six principles2 for the realist school (Pichler, 1998, p. 187). The principles highlight a strong belief in 

an almost objective truth about the behaviour of states in the international system (ibid.). The six 

principles highlight the realist belief that there is an objective system defining politics and that this 

objective system is based on human relations and these human relations (and conditions) are to 

the realists best described in Thomas Hobbes classic Leviathan (1651) (Griffiths, 1992, p. 234). In 

Leviathan Hobbes argues that there will exist a war between all (state of nature) unless a social 

contract with a sovereign is signed in which the subjects surrender independence in return for 

safety (Williams, 2005, p. 19). To Morgenthau the state, as it is based on a conglomeration of 

humans, will act in the same way as humans and seek to enhance its own position at the cost of 

other states because the international system is in a state of nature as there is no sovereign with 

whom to make a social contract (ibid., pp. 19–20). Pichler suggests Morgenthau’s (1954) realist 

view on international relations will protect the analysis from being lured into the misconception 

that states will be more concerned with ideology and other motives than enhancing their own 

position (Pichler, 1998, p. 188). The basic realist assumption about international relations is that 

the international arena is anarchic and that countries oppose each other in a zero-sum game 

(Staun, 2015, p. 6).  

 Liberalism on the other hand places emphasis on individual freedom, cooperation, 

and peace (Jahn, 2013, p. 1). The liberal school is to many an opposite to realism. However, 

according to Jahn (ibid., p. 21) it is not possible to come up with a clear definition of the liberal 

school; it is rather an umbrella for a number of theories with different foci on aspects of liberalism. 

The various liberal theories are partly a result of the fact that they are focused on different 

 
2 1. ’Political realism believes that politics, like society in general, is governed by objective scientific laws that have 
their roots in human nature’. 2. ’The main signpost that helps political realism to find its way through the landscape of 
international politics is the concept of interest defined in terms of power’. 3. ’Realism does not endow its key concept 
of interest defined as power with a meaning that is fixed once and for all. The idea of interest is indeed of the essence 
of politics and is unaffected by the circumstances of time and space’. 4. ’Political realism is aware of the moral 
significance of political action. It is also aware of the ineluctable tension between the moral command and the 
requirements of successful political action’. 5. ’Political realism refuses to identify the moral aspirations of a particular 
nation with the moral laws that govern the universe. As it distinguishes between truth and opinion, so it distinguishes 
between truth and idolatry’. 6. ’Intellectually, the political realist maintains the autonomy of the political sphere, as 
the economist, the lawyer, the moralist maintain theirs’. 
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subjects. Jahn (ibid., p. 22) mentions the following policies covered by the liberalist school: ‘the 

promotion of democracy, through state and nation building, the development of international 

organizations and international law, the pursuit of prosperity and economic development to the 

protection of human rights’. These issues furthermore fall into several overarching disciplines (e.g. 

political science and economics) and different schools within these overarching disciplines focus 

on different policy themes, making it a rich and diverse umbrella of theories (ibid.). However, 

some scholars have attempted at distilling this variety into a singular definition of liberalism. Oneal 

and Russett (1997, p. 267) argue that liberal states are defined through their institutions – if a 

state has fair and free elections, rule of law and a government responsible to the people then 

according to Oneal and Russet it is a liberal state. To Doyle it also requires an economic element in 

the form of market economy, and liberal norms in the form of private property rights, beside the 

political institutions (Doyle 1996 cited in Jahn, 2013, p. 23). A central distinction between realism 

and liberalism is that the liberalists do not belief that the state of nature is the only possible state, 

they believe that international peace is possible (Jahn, 2013, p. 23). Scholars focusing on liberal 

political theory for instance argue that peace can be achieved through the profusion of 

democracy, scholars focusing on liberal economic theory may add that peace can be achieved 

through trade and mutual dependencies, normative theorists argue that nonviolence characterizes 

the ways liberal states solve problems (ibid., pp. 23–24). Jahn (2013) argues that it is striking that 

even though all the above liberal perspectives deal with how to achieve peace in the global system 

they are rarely interested in how they can contribute to each other. Jahn (2013, p. 27) notes 

another striking element of the application of liberalism in the international arena ‘no liberal state 

has ever behaved as liberal abroad as at home’. Even though a single definition of liberalism in 

international relations may be difficult to make, the basic assumption of liberalism in international 

relations is the belief that the international arena can be governed by rules that can make 

countries negotiate peacefully (Staun, 2015, p. 8).  

Arctic strategies 

Russia implemented an Arctic strategy in 2008 which ran until 2020: Fundamentals of State Policy 

of the RF in the Arctic for the Period up to 2020 and Beyond. This strategy was supplemented in 

2013 with the Strategy for the Development of the AZRF and Ensuring National Security for the 

Period up to 2020 (Badylevich, 2020, p. 2). It is this strategy, as set out in 2013, that this thesis 
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refers to when discussing the 2020 Arctic Strategy. In the spring of 2020 President Vladimir 

Vladimirovich Putin signed the new Russian Arctic Strategy: Basic Principles of Russian Federation 

State Policy in the Arctic to 2035, in this thesis referred to as the 2035 Arctic Strategy (Klimenko, 

2020). This thesis will seek to gain a deeper understanding of the drivers for Russia’s positions in 

regard to the NSR by comparing the approaches to security and the NSR of the two strategies. 

 The 2020 Arctic Strategy is supplemented by a range of other strategies and white 

papers ranging from national security to an energy strategy, but it was the main strategy for Russia 

in the Arctic until March 2020 when President Putin signed the 2035 Arctic Strategy (Badylevich, 

2020, p. 4). According to Staun (2015, p. 20) the main goal for Russia as manifested in the 2020 

Arctic Strategy was ‘…to guarantee Russia’s position as an energy superpower’. In the 2020 Arctic 

Strategy the AZRF is treated as a resource reservoir for Russia (ibid.). Besides the resource 

perspective the strategy also prioritizes 1) to keep the Arctic peaceful; 2) to safeguard the 

environment and 3) to ensure that the NSR is established as a national transport route (ibid.). The 

purpose of Russia’s Armed Forces in the Arctic is defined as to ‘protect the Russian Federation’s 

national frontiers in the Arctic zone and to maintain the “necessary fighting potential” of the 

Russian Federation’s armed forces in the region’ (ibid., pp. 20–21). As a part of the priority to keep 

the Arctic peaceful, the 2020 Arctic Strategy emphasizes the need to strengthen cooperation 

within the Arctic Council and to adhere to the rules of UNCLOS when determining how to solve 

territorial disputes in the Arctic Ocean (ibid., p. 21).  

 In the 2035 Arctic Strategy the emphasis on the NSR and on the security dimensions 

of the Arctic has been strengthened – Klimenko (2020) from the Stockholm International Peace 

Research Institute (SIPRI) notes that besides the four priorities described by Staun (2015), the 

2035 Arctic Strategy also includes a priority ‘to ensure Russia’s sovereignty and territorial integrity’ 

and a priority ‘to develop the Northern Sea Route as a globally competitive transport corridor’. The 

priority to secure Russia and the AZRF is the top priority in the 2035 Arctic Strategy (Klimenko, 

2020). It also includes an overview of the primary threats to Russia’s national security in the Arctic. 

Such an overview has not featured in earlier Arctic strategies, but has been expressed unofficially 

by Russian bureaucrats and politicians (ibid.). Although the 2035 Arctic Strategy expresses Russia’s 

unease with the other Arctic nations’ military buildup in the region, it nevertheless still stresses 
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the strong interest of Russia in keeping the region peaceful and relationships in the Arctic 

cooperative (ibid.). 

 As the above short descriptions of the 2020 and the 2035 Arctic Strategies show, the 

new strategy has an increased emphasis on both the security issues facing Russia in the Arctic and 

on the need for Russia to make the NSR ‘globally competitive’. Badylevich (2020) notes that 

security threats are not mentioned in the 2020 Arctic Strategy, but they are detailed and plentiful 

in the 2035 Arctic Strategy. He also notes that the increased focus on the Russian military and 

security was expected (2020, p. 4). Klimenko (2020) notes that whereas the security dimensions 

have gained prominence in the 2035 Arctic Strategy it will not lead to any real changes in Russia’s 

policies in the High North as Russia, in recent years, has already been strengthening its focus on 

Arctic security and has been very active in publicly highlighting this focus through an increased 

number of exercises and patrols in the Arctic of both the Russian Air Force and Navy. Klimenko 

(2020) argues that the strengthening of the role of the NSR was to be expected as President Putin 

stated in 2018 that the aim for the NSR was to sustain traffic of more than 80 megatons of cargo 

by 2024, a target which can only be reached by strengthening the route and accomplishing 

successful resource projects in the Arctic (as the resources such as gas, minerals, and oil will be 

transported on the route). 
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A PIE analysis of Russia 

When conducting a PIE analysis it is not possible to include all elements that could fit into each 

domain, so it is necessary to decide what to include and what to exclude. As Mygind (2007) writes, 

it is necessary to tailor the analysis to the subject being studied. This thesis will include themes 

that are relevant to the research question. Having applied this approach to the analysis of Russia, 

the focus in the political domain will be on the presidency and the key actors in foreign policy 

decision making; in the institutional domain on the institutions affecting the business climate and 

the Russian leadership; and in the economic domain on the overall layout of the Russian economy 

in general terms, to be analysed by applying Mygind’s (2016) growth model. The surrounding 

world effect on Russia will only be touched upon very briefly as the regional analysis of the Arctic 

will touch upon this in more detail. A visual depiction of the analysis with key words is shown in 

figure 5: 

Figure 5 – a PIE analysis of Russia 
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Politics, Russia 

President Putin enjoys huge popular support. According to the most independent polling agency in 

Russia, the Levada Center, President Putin’s approval rating was 65 per cent in November 2020. 

He is leading a Russia with a very limited opposition and an opposition which the Kremlin and 

President Putin’s Yedinaya Rossiya (United Russia) party have managed to keep away from any 

influence by a divide and conquer tactic (Studin, 2018, p. 92). As such Russia has what Newton 

(2020) has called a ‘managed democracy’. 

 Power in Russia is firmly centred around President Putin and his inner circle, 

primarily consisting of people with a background in the power ministries, the so-called ‘siloviki’ 

(сила, sila – Russian for strength) and people with a similar background to President Putin’s in 

Russia’s intelligence community, the so-called ‘chekists’ (Чека, cheka – first soviet secret police) 

(Skak, 2016, p. 329). According to Skak, in some studies on Russian politics the way politics is 

created in the circle around President Putin has been compared to a mafia organization. The 

primary focus for the figures surrounding President Putin is the security of the state in both a 

military sense and in a regime-survival sense (ibid.). An example of both the strengthening of 

power around the presidency and of the paranoid culture dominating the top of the Kremlin is the 

2016 establishment of a National Guard to guard Russia (and its leadership) from uprisings such as 

the 2011–2013 demonstrations that, to the Kremlin elite, was an attempted colour revolution3 

instigated by the West (the US) (ibid., p. 325). With the new National Guard, President Putin has 

got his own praetorian guard. Besides regime survival and state security, a zero-sum approach to 

politics and especially international relations is a trademark of the siloviki and chekist strategic 

culture (ibid., p. 326). An example of the zero-sum approach has been Russia’s tough responses to 

Western approximations to what Russia would define as its near-abroad, its sphere of influence, 

such as the annexation of Crimea after the Maidan demonstrations in the wake of the negotiations 

over the Ukraine – European Union Association Agreement (Kanet, 2019, p. 190). Another 

example is Russia’s discontent over the Baltic countries’ membership of NATO, which Russia saw 

as a red line being crossed (Banka, 2019). Along with the silovikis and chekists, Russian politics are 

dominated by powerful oligarchs, and often the silovikis or chekists and the oligarchs will be one 

 
3 Defined as: ‘(democratic) revolutions in the post-Soviet area’ (Staun, 2015, p. 12) 
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and the same. Before President Putin’s confrontation with them, the oligarchs constituted their 

own power factor and dominated Russian politics in the early 2000s (Rivera & Rivera, 2018, p. 

225). 

Institutions, Russia 

The institutional framework supporting the political leadership in Russia is diverse with some 

political and economic institutions similar to those found in well-functioning Western democracies 

along with a weak rule of law and an informal culture at the strategic level that differs from many 

others. 

 Russia is characterized by a strong presidency led by President Putin who has been 

leading Russia firmly since the year 2000 and who, with the recent constitutional amendments, 

will have the possibility to seek re-election in 2024 and if successful (and still alive) again in 2030 

(Sestanovich, 2020). Putin’s divide and conquer tactics include the 2012 amendments to the 

election law which decreased the required number of party members to register a party for 

elections to 500 members. This has led to a large increase in the number of parties running against 

Yedinaya Rossiya and thus a more fragmented opposition (Studin, 2018, p. 92). While fragmenting 

the opposition the established (and larger) opposition parties were not allowed to register (ibid.). 

The modernisation of Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the 

establishment of the Russian Federation focused primarily on economic modernisation – Russia 

underwent a huge and overwhelming transformation from command economy to market 

economy, but the political system and its institutions were not modernised to the same degree 

(Studin, 2018, p. 92). Yes, Russia become a democracy, and an ombudsman institution, an 

electoral committee, and other democratic institutions was established, but this was not 

prioritized to the same degree as the economic modernisation, and the rule of law remains weak 

(ibid., p. 341). Moreover, Russia is ranked as an authoritarian regime on the Economist Intelligence 

Unit’s (2019) Democracy Index. The Russian political system possesses federalist traits and the 

federal subjects do have some political autonomy from Moscow, but in essence Russia is a union 

state and the political institutions are constructed to protect the status quo and the ruling elite 

(Studin, 2018, p. 58). An important part of the political institutions in any country is the justice 

system as a guarantor and enforcer of the rule of law. However, according to Studin (ibid., p. 331), 

in Russia the justice system prioritizes the protection of the political elite over any consideration of 
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the legal security of average citizens. This combination of 1) political institutions with the primary 

goal of preserving the political status quo (regime survival), 2) the centralisation of power in 

Moscow, and 3) the absence of free and fair elections is the institutional core in Russia according 

to White et al. (2014, p. 256) and is the foundation for what they have called Russia’s institutional 

trap. This trap ensures stability but removes incentives for change (ibid., p. 257). 

 This institutional trap is also apparent in the economic institutions in Russia. Russia is 

conducting stable and consistent both monetary and fiscal policies (Mau, 2018, p. 101) and the 

risk of radical changes in the overall policies is manageable. However, the risk of sudden radical 

single decisions aimed at some groups is rather larger, due to the above-described institutional 

trap. An example could be the state seizure of property as was seen in both the Berezovsky and 

Khodorkovsky cases as soon as they showed disloyalty to the system and especially President 

Putin (Rivera & Rivera, 2018, p. 223). Such decisions based on loyalty rather than on codified law 

do not bode well for property rights in Russia. Furthermore, Russia has moved away from the 

previous liberalization by re-nationalising the energy and banking sectors (Bershidsky, 2018).  

Russia’s economic institutions related to resource extraction – the resource 

administration (for the most part the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment), have been 

effective and well-functioning with close ties between the public and the private sectors ensuring 

stability for companies interested in investing in natural resource extraction in Russia (Studin, 

2018, pp. 206–207). Russia has also managed to improve its ‘doing business’ ranking; in 2018 

Russia was ranked 31 out of 190 countries on the World Bank’s ranking (Ostroukh, 2018). The 

ranking has been central to President Putin ever since he declared it a national goal in 2012 to 

enter the top 20 by 2018 and launched a 100-step plan to reach the top tier (ibid.). The 

improvement on the ‘doing business’ ranking might cloud for the fact that Russia continues to be 

marred by widespread corruption. On Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index 

for 2019 Russia ranks 137 out of 180 countries together with, among others, Uganda, Papua New 

Guinea and Liberia.  

 The centralisation of power around President Putin and his cohort of silovikis and 

chekists is a testament to the importance of the informal institutions in Russia. Skak (2016, p. 324) 

argues that the primary strategic culture of the Russian elite is a perception of Russia being under 
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attack from the West. This perception has been strengthened since the Arab Spring and popular 

uprisings in former Soviet republics; to the Russian leadership these uprisings are not popular 

uprisings, but covert foreign operations aimed at instigating regime change (ibid.). Skak suggests 

that the paranoid nature of the Russian leadership is the primary explanation for Russia’s 

intervention (invasion) in Ukraine in 2014 – the Russian leadership feared that the uprising would 

spread to Russia (ibid., p. 325). So the foreign policy is dictated by domestic fear. This counter-

intelligence and security-focused strategic culture is not only widespread at the very top but has 

also permeated strategic documents such as the military and security doctrines and has, through 

those, been established as the prominent position in the military as well as in the internal security 

organizations (ibid., p. 326). This paranoid position has, according to Kanet (2019, p. 190), led 

Russia to an increasingly aggressive strategic culture which is most clearly on display when the 

Russian elite argues that the increased military budget and the development of new super 

weapons are necessary as Russia is under siege. To the Russian military (and political) leadership 

Russia is in a state of undeclared war with the West reminiscent of the tensest periods of the Cold 

War (ibid., p. 191). To the Russian leadership, its increasingly aggressive foreign policy and sabre 

rattling is a logical consequence of EU and NATO expansions into Russia’s sphere of influence 

(ibid.). 

Economy, Russia 

The increased great power competition between Russia and the West, which has resulted in 

rounds of sanctions and counter-sanctions, expensive engagements in Ukraine, Syria and most 

recently Libya, and the ensuing deteriorating business climate between the West and Russia has 

not impacted the Russian economy to the degree that some had expected (and has even led Putin 

to gain popularity) (ibid., p. 200). Russia’s economic growth rates have, however, been low since 

the financial crisis and these low growth rates may pressure the Russian leadership to take an 

increasingly aggressive stance towards the West as a way of diverting attention away from 

Russia’s mediocre economic performance (Secrieru, 2018, p. 1). Mygind’s (2016) PIE growth model 

is, as mentioned earlier, used to analyse the long-term potential of the economy and not the 

actual performance, which may fluctuate and be more dependent on economic cycles.  

 L, labour – Russia has experienced negative demographic growth since the collapse 

of the Soviet Union leading to an ageing population and a high dependency rate (Studin, 2018, p. 
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325). In recent years the Russian leadership has had some success in breaking the downward 

trend. It is however still low (ibid.). 

 Q, quality of labour – The Soviet Union was famous for its well-educated population 

and Russia inherited this advantage, but Russia has not invested sufficiently to keep this relative 

advantage and has, on top of this, experienced a brain drain (ibid., pp. 217 & 227). Russia has been 

successful in improving its PISA score since 2000 but was, in 2018, still below the OECD average in 

reading, mathematics and science (OECD, 2018, p. 1). 

 K, capital – Russia is having difficulties with attracting investments. Partly due to the 

current deteriorating relations with the West and partly due to the institutional challenges 

described above which raise the uncertainty of investing in Russia, especially for foreigners 

(Zaytsev, 2018, p. 760). Russia has, however, had some success with attracting investments from 

Asia and especially China (Malkin, 2020, p. 81). However, Russia is also challenged with domestic 

investments dwindling and more investments are going out of Russia than in, partly as a result of 

internal mistrust in the system due to the reasons described under institutions (Kramer, 2020). 

Russia is also challenged by poor infrastructure outside of the industrial heartland of Russia in the 

European part, due to the enormous size of the country. Russia has been focusing on improving 

the infrastructure needed to move resources from its vast interior and out (Studin, 2018, p. 196). 

 T, the quality of capital is improving and is in general being modernized, but 

Western sanctions have also affected this modernization for example in regard to the purchase of 

high-tech parts that have dual-use functionality and can be used both for civilian and for military 

purposes which are sanctioned; a case in point being the difficulty of acquiring parts for the oil and 

gas industry needed to conduct deep-sea exploration (Zaytsev, 2018, p. 765). Russia’s difficulty in 

attracting FDI affects T, as the majority of the FDI going into Russia is not into greenfield 

investments. Furthermore, FDI tends to bring new knowledge along with the investment (Ershova, 

2017, p. 155). Russia scores low on the World Economic Forum’s index on ‘Performance on 

Economic Transformation Priorities’ and is struggling to make itself more attractive to long-term 

investments and more desirable to invest in research and development for future markets (World 

Economic Forum, 2020, p. 46).  
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 R, resources – Russia is endowed with abundant natural resources and has based its 

economy on their extraction (primarily oil and gas). Even though the institutions responsible for 

resource exploitation are well-functioning as described above, Russia does not exploit its 

abundant natural resources fully and effectively (Devyatkin, 2018). This resource-based economy 

has made the Russian economy sensitive to changes in the prices of oil and gas (White et al., 2014, 

p. 173). Russia is perhaps subject to a Dutch disease where the abundant natural resources lead to 

a decreased incentive for Russia to diversify its economy and to higher inflation, a resource curse. 

P, pollution has increased with Russia’s resource extraction and has led to excess morbidity in the 

areas of the AZRF where resource extraction is most intensive (Studin, 2018, p. 137). 

TFP, total factor productivity – Russia has managed to combine all the above factors 

in a more efficient manner than was the case during the Soviet Union. However, Russia as we have 

seen, is still challenged by a weak rule of law and widespread corruption, which makes the system 

run less smoothly as it is less trust-based (Dabrowski, 2019, pp. 334–335).  

Surrounding world, Russia 

The surrounding world domain will only be discussed briefly as the surrounding world affecting 

Russia will be covered further in the analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR and in the 

regional analysis. Russia is affected from the outside by a range of factors, the most notable being 

the deteriorated relations between Russia and the West: the rounds of sanctions and 

countersanctions and falling oil and gas prices. The deteriorated relations in the wake of Russia’s 

annexation of Crimea and engagement in the Donbas has not only led to increased geopolitical 

instability, but also to rounds of sanctions and countersanctions thus affecting both the political 

and the economic domain of Russia (Dabrowski, 2019, p. 329). The falling oil prices have affected 

the Russian resource-based economy and reduced the Russian economic room for manoeuvre 

(ibid.). 

Dynamics between the different domains, Russia 

The analysis of Russia shows the close relations between the different domains. They are all 

interconnected and, as the systems view approach also stresses, it is futile to look at the different 

parts in isolation. The analysis of Russia clearly shows how the informal institutions in the form of 

a paranoid strategic culture affects both the political and the economic domain. Even though 

President Putin enjoys massive popular support, the focus of the Russian elite is regime survival 
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which has led to power being increasingly centred around Putin’s inner circle consisting of silovikis 

and chekists who have become central economic actors, taking the place of the once powerful 

oligarchs. The focus on regime survival is also evident in the formal institutions with the political 

institutions having been less developed than the economic institutions after the collapse of the 

Soviet Union. Through a one-sided focus on stability the system has created what White et al. 

(2014) have coined Russia’s institutional trap. The absence of free and fair elections, rule of law 

and decisions based on rewards for loyalty all make investing in Russia a risky affair. And even 

though Russia has managed to climb the ‘doing business’ index, Russia is ranked near the bottom 

of Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index.  

With the Russian military and political elite perceiving itself to be in a state of 

undeclared war with the West, hopes for a thawing in the frozen relations seem meagre. Russia’s 

low economic growth and the difficulties of the Russian economy, which were highlighted by 

applying Mygind’s (2016) growth model, show the need for the Russian leadership to diversify 

Russia’s economy and to create new revenue flows. Russia is challenged by a low demographic 

growth, lower average quality of labour than many of its Western competitors, difficulties with 

attracting investments, a low quality of capital with few greenfield or long-term investments, and 

a total factor productivity which is better than during Soviet times, but which is marred by 

widespread corruption. So on the economic side the only part of the growth model which is 

positive is that Russia is endowed with abundant natural resources. However, this has also led 

Russia to an addiction to ‘easy money’ in the form of natural resources which have decreased the 

incitement to reform the political system and its institutions. Even though the model shows the 

need for Russia to modernize and reform the economy, the low economic growth could also work 

in the opposite direction and tempt Putin to try to recreate the popularity he gained as a result of 

the deteriorating relations between Russia and the West by continuing the rhetoric of Russia being 

in a conflict with the West.  

How does Russia’s military–strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

Based on the analysis of Russia through the framework of the PIE-model, it seems that the 

strategic culture of the Russian elite, the power of the siloviki and chekists and the willingness of 
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the Russian leadership to forego national economic benefits to strengthen their hold on power will 

make Russia focus more on the possible security implications of increasing the economic 

attractiveness of the NSR, thus negatively affecting Russia’s ability to make the NSR a growth 

engine. 

A PIE analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR 

The industry level analysis proposed by Mygind (2007) in his description of how the PIE-model can 

be applied will be an analysis on a regional level – of the AZRF with a primary focus on the NSR. 

This choice has been made as the NSR is not an industry such as the oil and gas industry or arms 

industries. In the political domain the focus will be on the primary stakeholders in the NSR; in the 

institutional domain the focus will be on the legislation and rules governing the route; and in the 

economic domain the focus will be on the economic viability and the economic drivers behind the 

NSR. The surrounding world has been dealt with partly in the previous subchapter and will be 

dealt with further in the analysis of the Arctic, so it will only be touched upon briefly here. 

Figure 6 – A PIE analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR 
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Politics, NSR   

The primary stakeholders in the NSR are the Russian military; commercial actors involved in the 

route directly or indirectly by having cargo transported on the NSR; and the Russian government 

partly in the form of Rosatom and Atomflot.  

 The Russian military was a key actor in the Arctic during the Cold War and after years 

of de-escalation and successful cooperation in the Arctic the Russian military is now, in the wake 

of the Ukraine conflict and the deteriorated relation to the West, again positioning itself for its 

traditional, more dominant role in the Arctic (Moe, 2020, pp. 2–3). The view of the military as an 

independent stakeholder can of course be problematized as it is a part of the Russian state, but as 

described under the analysis of Russia the siloviki, such as the military leadership, do possess 

significant agency. The primary interest of the military in the AZRF is the protection of Russia and 

to avoid any incursion into Russian territory and especially the home ports of the Northern Fleet 

and Russia’s strategic nuclear submarines (Sergunin & Hoogensen Gjørv, 2020, p. 253). The 

Northern Fleet and the JSC North do not have the mandate to dictate the policies governing the 

NSR directly, but they do have the possibility to affect the decision-making process (Moe, 2020, p. 

5). The importance of the NSR for the Russian military makes it necessary for the Russian military 

to coordinate closely with private actors. According to the Russian military, control over the NSR 

will be increasingly needed if the number of foreign-flagged ships on the route increases (ibid.). 

 The commercial stakeholders in the NSR can be divided into two groups – those 

producing cargo being transported on the NSR and those facilitating the transportation of cargo on 

the NSR. The primary commercial stakeholders producing cargo are companies involved in 

resource extraction in Siberia such as Yamal LNG (ibid., p. 7). An example of stakeholders 

facilitating the transportation is Sovcomflot and there are various international shipping 

companies. These international shipping companies are, however, being challenged by the 

increasingly protectionist policies governing the route (ibid., p. 8). An example of such policies is 

the reservation of transportation slots for Russian-built ships; this has led companies such as 

Novatek to procure new LNG carriers (Liquified Natural Gas) from the Russian shipbuilder Zvezda 

(ibid.). Novatek has argued that such protectionist policies risk affecting the development of the 

Yamal area into a globally leading LNG-producing area but the Russian government, despite the 

Russian economy’s dependence on natural resources, has decided to continue the protectionist 
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policies (ibid., p. 9). One reason that these policies are continued could be that the Russian 

economy needs diversification and another large industry in the AZRF is the shipbuilding industry 

(Dalaklis et al., 2018, p. 135). It is possible that the Russian leadership has decided to prioritize the 

protection of the infant shipbuilding industry over the more developed oil and gas industry. This 

example also highlights that conflicts exist between the different types of commercial 

stakeholders.  

 Another group of commercial stakeholders are Atomflot and Rosatom, which are 

government-owned but operate commercially along the route (Keupp, 2015, p. 60). Rosatom the 

Russian State Atomic Energy Corporation owns Atomflot which operates the nuclear icebreaker 

fleet essential for keeping the route open and safe. Rosatom has come to play a central role as a 

regulator of the NSR while also being a commercial actor (Moe, 2020, p. 12) The Russian Ministry 

of Transport develops regulation in the form of laws and decrees, but Rosatom is responsible for 

the operation of the NSR, infrastructure along the route (also icebreakers) and for the distribution 

of state investments (ibid.). Rosatom also had a central role through Atomflot and its fleet of 

icebreakers before it was elevated to become a rule-setter and enforcer on the NSR (ibid., p. 13). 

Atomflot has an interest in ensuring maximum use of its icebreakers and at the highest possible 

price and Rosatom can help in ensuring this by setting the rules in a manner advantageous to 

Atomflot, which it has done and was criticized for by deputy prime minister Trutnev in 2019 (ibid.). 

It could seem as if Rosatom is helping Atomflot in establishing a monopoly on the NSR. Such a 

monopoly could jeopardize the goal of having 80 million tons of cargo being transported on the 

NSR by 2024. 

Institutions, NSR 

As is apparent from the above analysis of the primary stakeholders in the NSR, the actors along 

the route, especially Rosatom, have some institutional clout over and above their economic and 

political influence.  

The best example of the institutional clout of the stakeholders, besides the obvious 

role of the Russian government as a rule-setter, is the establishment of the NSR directorate. The 

NSR directorate was established by Rosatom after the responsibility for operating the NSR was 

transferred to Rosatom. Even though the regulatory power still lies with the Ministry of Transport 

the NSR directorate holds considerable institutional power as a rule enforcer and as an interpreter 
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of the regulations (Blakkisrud, 2019, p. 202). The NSR directorate is headed by a central Russian 

actor in the Arctic, Vyacheslav Vladimirovich Ruhsha, former CEO of Atomflot (Rosatom, 2021). 

Russia has a similar organization focusing on the development of the Arctic – the Russian State 

Commission for Arctic Development. It is, however, more relevant as a part of the political domain 

as its main function is to ensure interagency cooperation (Blakkisrud, 2019, p. 190.). An analysis of 

this institution is, however, outside of the scope of this thesis. 

 The NSR is governed by several rules, regulations and laws, ranging from the rates of 

fees charged for passage to the Law of the Sea (LOS) governed by UNCLOS (Keupp, 2015, p. 12). In 

2013 a law for the NSR was passed. It encouraged access to the route for all shipping companies 

and service providers in a liberal, market-oriented approach (Moe, 2020, p. 4). Keupp, however, 

argues that parallel to this internationalisation, Russia followed its historic approach of insisting 

that the NSR is internal waters (2015, p. 12). This legislation was changed in 2015 against a 

backdrop of increased tensions with the West. It became an objective to limit the access of foreign 

ships to the NSR (Moe, 2020, p. 4) The liberal, market-oriented approach changed in the wake of 

deteriorating relations between Russia and the West into a protectionist approach; it could seem 

as if Russia has partly moved from a liberal to a realist approach. The new legislation introduced 

reserved quotas for Russian-flagged ships and natural resources loaded in AZRF (the majority of 

the tonnage on the NSR). This means that most cargo can only be transported out of the AZRF on 

Russian-flagged ships unless the Russian government grants an exemption (ibid.).  

 Another of the actors described above that has also been active in affecting the 

institutional framework is the Northern Fleet and JSC North. The Russian military has lobbied for a 

strong stance on enforcing the NSR as internal waters because the LOS does not provide the right 

of free passage through internal waters, only through territorial waters (ibid., p. 7). Foreign 

warships also enjoy the right of free passage through territorial waters and the Russian military 

fears that foreign warships will be allowed to operate to close to the Kola Peninsula and the White 

Sea in particular (ibid.). Besides arguing for the danger of allowing foreign warships so close to its 

strategic facilities, the Russian military has proposed a notification scheme which would require 

foreign warships to notify Russia of their entrance into the NSR 45 days in advance (ibid., p. 8). 
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 The informal culture in the form of the Arctic’s role in Russian folk mythology and 

culture also holds some explanatory power for Russia’s actions in the AZRF in relation to the 

development of the NSR. Hansen-Magnusson (2019, p.p. 473–480) has studied the influence of 

culture on international politics and argues that the continuation and development of three 

primary themes in Russian culture in the form of e.g. books and movies about the Arctic continues 

to shape Russia’s belief that Russia needs to develop the Arctic and that the Arctic is central to 

Russia’s survival. The three overarching themes are ‘the heroic explorer’, ‘conquering nature’ and 

‘the role of science and nature’ (Hansen-Magnusson, 2019, p. 474). 

Economy, NSR 

The economy of the NSR is dependent on several factors, the most important being the extent of 

ice in the summer period along the route – if it becomes possible to navigate the waters without 

icebreaker support the NSR will benefit from increased global warming in a narrow sense. Another 

important element is the price of fuel: the higher the price of fuel the more attractive the route 

becomes as it decreases fuel consumption as the route is shorter than the traditional route from 

East Asia to Europe through the Suez Canal. Furthermore, higher fuel costs will also make it more 

attractive to extract oil and gas in Siberia (e.g. on the Yamal Peninsula) and ship it out via the NSR, 

and thus also lead to increased demand of the route. Both the route and the region through which 

it flows (the AZRF) are highly dependent on resource extraction given that most of the traffic on 

the NSR consists of ships transporting natural resources.  

 As Bryzgalov (2016, p. 104) has shown, the NSR still needs investments in ports along 

the route before it can sustain larger quantities of cargo. Furthermore, the overall infrastructure 

along the route needs to be improved (Radushinksy et al., 2017, p. 2). This improvement and 

modernization of the infrastructure along the route is also an important part of the 2035 Arctic 

Strategy and it is apparent that it has been underscored compared to the 2020 Arctic Strategy 

(Staun, 2015). At the moment the Russian military has been at the forefront of the improvements 

of infrastructure in the AZRF – the JSC North has improved a string of airbases in the Arctic Ocean 

along the NSR and a number of ports and airbases on the mainland (Klimenko, 2020). 

 Since the year 2014 the Russian military has rapidly expanded its network of bases 

and facilities in the AZRF. These facilities give the Russian military a forward line of defence and 

better situational awareness of the Arctic (Aliyev, 2019). This military build-up constitutes a 
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significant improvement of the military infrastructure which Tellis (2000) notes as one of the six 

strategic resources needed to analyse when assessing a country’s military capability. Through their 

location and the capabilities that can be placed on the bases, they will allow the Russian military to 

control the NSR better and both detect and act if warships from other countries trespass (Aliyev, 

2019). The bases can also be used for SAR purposes and are thus also a part of the improved 

infrastructure needed to make the NSR viable. As can be seen on map 3 (DDIS, 2019, p. 14), the six 

new (in the sense that they have been reactivated and modernized) forward Arctic bases form a 

protective layer to the north of the NSR. 

Map 3 – Russia’s six new forward bases 

 

Location of Russia’s six new forward bases. The dashed line shows the Northeast Passage. The 

coloured circle is the approximate range for a fighter jet operating without air refuelling from 

Nagurskoye. 
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With the AZRF accounting for 10 per cent of Russian GDP and 20 per cent of exports (primarily 

natural resources) it makes good sense that the role of the AZRF as a resource base for the Russian 

economy figures in the 2035 Arctic strategy (Klimenko, 2020). It also follows that it is necessary for 

the Russian leadership to protect the NSR which is needed to bring the natural resources from 

Siberia to the world markets. However, the Russian leadership might be going about this, as 

suggested by the description above, in a manner that will decrease the attractiveness of the NSR 

to other, foreign, shipping companies and any role it can play as a growth driver could be limited.  

 However, the NSR has experienced an increase in the number of tons being 

transported along the route. The traffic on the route has grown from 10.7 megatons in 2017 over 

19.7 megatons in 2018 to 31.5 megatons in 2019 (Center for High North Logistics, 2020). Most of 

the traffic is from or to the AZRF (approximately 30.8 megatons) and only approximately 0.7 

megatons is transit traffic, not originating in or bound for the AZRF (ibid.). The vast majority of the 

traffic, amounting to over 25 megatons, is the transport of natural resources, primarily LNG from 

the Yamal Peninsula (ibid.). For a comparison, 1031 megatons were transported on the Suez Canal 

in 2019, so the amount transported on the NSR amounted to approximately 3 per cent of the 

traffic on the Suez Canal (Hellenic Shipping News, 2020). Even if Russia is to reach its goal of 80 

megatons it will, all else being equal, amount to less than 10 per cent of the traffic on the Suez 

Canal. However, Bekkers et al. (2018, p. 1098) find that a fully operating NSR could increase the 

value of trade between East Asia and Northwestern Europe by 6 per cent and would make up 

approximately 13.5 per cent of all Chinese trade. This would make the NSR a significant route for 

both China and Northwestern Europe and, of course, for Russia as well, even though total 

megatons transported on the route would still be significantly less than the amount transported 

on the Suez Canal. 

Surrounding world, NSR 

As has been described above, several of the factors influencing both the NSR and the AZRF in 

general are influences from the surrounding world which are difficult for the political actors in the 

AZRF and the Russian leadership to have any influence over. As several of the factors have already 

been touched upon in more detail in the previous chapter and will be touched upon in the 

following chapter, only the most important of them will be mentioned here.  
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Global demand for the use of the route is influenced by prices of natural resources – 

higher prices will, all else being equal, lead to higher demand as the time-saving factor of the route 

will appreciate and the incentive to extract resources from the AZRF will increase. 

 Climate change is another and perhaps the most important outside factor – if the 

world is unsuccessful in combatting climate change and the warming climate of the Arctic 

continues, the period in which the NSR is navigable will extend and the need for icebreakers and 

thus the costs of utilizing the route will decrease.  

Finally, the threat level will be decisive if the increased strained relations between 

Russia and the West continue or deteriorate. The Russian leadership will highly likely continue the 

protectionist policies that have dominated the regulation of the NSR in recent years, which will 

continue to make it less attractive as an alternative route to the Suez Canal and will thus decrease 

the possibility of the NSR becoming a growth driver for the AZRF and Russia in general.  

Dynamics between the different domains, NSR 

The analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR has shown the interconnectedness of the three 

domains but has also highlighted the difficulty of classifying some themes within the framework. 

The Russian military has been included both in the politics domain and in the institutional domain. 

The reason for the inclusion of the military in the institutional domain is that they affect the 

enforcement of the rules. The same goes for Rosatom which is both a key commercial actor and 

the primary enforcer of the NSR through its responsibility for operating the route. These 

difficulties at classifying the different themes within the PIE-model, however, do not affect the 

analysis and only serve to encourage a critical stance on the importance of the different themes. 

Furthermore, the challenges of classifying highlight the interconnectedness of the three domains 

and the surrounding world. 

 The analysis has shown how the different actors involved in the NSR to some degree 

have opposite interests. The Russian military, concerned with state security, focuses on the 

security implications of allowing foreign vessels on the route and has, as described, proposed a 

scheme that would require foreign warships to send an application 45 days in advance (Moe, 

2020, p. 8) this is an example of the Russian military as a political actor trying to lobby for a change 

in the institutional framework governing the NSR. The primary fear of the Russian military is that 

Western warships will regularly navigate close to the Northern Fleet on the Kola Peninsula and 
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thus close to a central part of Russia’s nuclear deterrence (Sergunin & Hoogensen Gjørv, 2020, p. 

253). The Russian military has, however, also improved the economic competitiveness of the NSR 

by investing massively in the development of military infrastructure along the route; military 

infrastructure which can also cater for civilian actors by acting as secondary ports, SAR facilities 

and by increasing the situational awareness along the route through weather stations and radar 

facilities.  

 These concerns and the ambitions of the Russian military partly run contrary to the 

interests of some of the commercial actors on the route. As described, some of the commercial 

actors producing most of the cargo being transported on the route have complained to the 

Russian government that the increasingly protectionist regulations, e.g. the reservation of 

transport slots for Russian-built ships, increases their costs and decreases the competitiveness of 

Russian LNG. This is a clear example of how the protectionist policies, which are highly likely based 

on a fear of allowing Western vessels access to the area, happen at the cost of some companies in 

the Russian Arctic; an example of how the decisions in the political domain, through a change of 

the regulations in the institutional domain, affect the competitiveness of a sector in the economic 

domain. Other commercial actors, primarily Russian shipbuilders and Russia-based shipping 

companies, however, benefit from the policies. One company benefitting is Atomflot, a subsidiary 

to the government-owned Rosatom, which has been granted the responsibility for operating the 

NSR and for enforcing the regulations. Rosatom can use its central role as a rule enforcer to cater 

for its interests in the economic domain.  

 Interestingly, the approach the Russian government chose regarding the regulation 

of the NSR changed from a liberal, market-oriented approach to a protectionist one after Russia’s 

relations with the West deteriorated. This is an example of how Russian political decisions affect 

the surrounding world which in turn affects Russia through e.g. sanctions and increased military 

presence in the Arctic. This made Russia change the institutional framework governing the NSR in 

a more protectionist direction, which in turn affects the economic domain in the AZRF. Affecting 

the cost of the resource extraction in a negative direction could, all else being equal, push the 

demand for the natural resources in a negative direction and in a situation where the majority of 

the transport on the NSR is intra-Russian transport of natural resources this could jeopardise 

Russia’s ambition of reaching 80 megatons by 2024. It could seem that the Russian government 
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seeks to strengthen other industries in the AZRF temporarily at the cost of the resource extraction 

companies which traditionally have driven the economic development in the area.  

 With the current traffic on the NSR still only amounting to approximately 3 per cent 

of the traffic on the Suez Canal, there is a long way to go before the NSR is a globally important 

transport corridor and by making it more difficult for foreign vessels to transit along the route the 

hopes that the NSR can become economically competitive with the Suez Canal seem slim. The 

route may cut costs due to being shorter, but as described earlier, it also comes with higher costs 

in the form of fees, icebreaker support and a shorter operating window given the current climate 

in the Arctic (this will change if global warming decreases the thickness and amount of ice in the 

Arctic). The Russian government has taken decisions which do not bode well for making the NSR a 

growth engine.  

The analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR has provided nuances which will be 

used to answer the research question: 

How does Russia’s military–strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

The analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR suggests that Russia’s military–strategic threat 

perception in the Arctic has led Russia to implement increasingly protectionist regulation of the 

Arctic, which happens at the expense of making it competitive as a transit route on a par with the 

Suez or the Panama Canals. The policies seem to be shaped by the Russian military and supported 

by the government-owned Rosatom, which has an interest in creating a monopoly on parts of the 

service that needs to be provided to make the NSR function – most notably icebreaker support. 
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A global PIE analysis of the Arctic with a focus on the NSR 

When applying the global PIE-model to the Arctic, focusing on the NSR, it also applies that not all 

the elements that may contribute to an understanding of the totality can be included. As such, 

choices have also been made in this analysis. The focus will be on issues in the three (four if 

surrounding world is also counted as a domain) domains believed to hold explanatory power 

concerning the research question. In the political domain, the focus will be on the power 

competition between Russia and the West and the politico-military foundations for this 

competition. In the global PIE-model the focus is, as mentioned previously, on the relations 

between countries more than on those between social groups within countries, and the analysis 

will include the five Arctic coastal states, but will focus on the US as the Russian position has been 

presented and discussed previously. The institutional domain will focus on the rules in place to 

govern the Arctic waters, the central playing field of the great power competition. The economic 

domain will focus on the limited intraregional trade and the balance of military powers. The 

military capability analysis will be made under the economic domain. In the surrounding world 

domain, the focus will be on non-Arctic actors’ focus on the Arctic. Other themes, such as threat 

level and climate change, could also have been included, but they have been touched upon in the 

analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR. 

Figure 7 – a PIE analysis of the Arctic with a focus on the NSR 
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Politics, the Arctic 

As mentioned previously, the increasing global warming and the possibilities it opens for in the 

Arctic in the form of access to natural resources and new shipping routes, have increased political 

interest in the Arctic (Staun, 2015, p. 14). This increased interest in the Arctic has been coupled 

with an increasing military interest in the Arctic. Russia has modernized several forward military 

bases in the Arctic and has strengthened its military pow there (DDIS, 2020, p. 14). According to 

the DDIS (ibid.) Russia is developing its military in the Arctic because of a growing concern over a 

perceived Western military build-up in the Arctic. The DDIS (ibid.) assesses that Russia fears that it 

will lose its dominant position in the Arctic if it is not able to maintain its relative military 

superiority in the region. Russia not only fears possible Western interference with Russia’s control 

over the NSR, but also that the geopolitical balance in the form of the nuclear equilibrium 

between Russia and the West could tilt if the US is able to credibly threaten the part of Russia’s 

nuclear deterrence which is placed on the Kola Peninsula (Sergunin & Hoogensen Gjørv, 2020, p. 

253). Russia’s construction of a forward line of defence is aimed at countering this threat and 

although defensive in nature it, however, also gives Russia improved offensive capabilities – as we 

saw on map 3, combat aircraft are able to reach Greenland from Nagurskoye (DDIS, 2020, pp. 15–

16). As Russia worries that increased Western military presence in the Arctic can threaten Russia’s 

control over the AZRF, Russia is following Western exercises in the area vigilantly (Weitz, 2019). 

Furthermore, according to the DDIS (2020, p. 16) Russia worries that NATO will gain a more 

prominent role in the Arctic and therefore advocates that only Arctic coastal states should have a 

military presence in the Arctic. The Russian threat perception and position on military activity in 

the Arctic coupled with an increase in Western military activities in the High North has led to 

increased tensions between the West and Russia (ibid., p. 17).  

 As described above, Russia fears that it risks losing its regional military superiority if 

the Western military build-up in the Arctic continues, but the primary fear is that the cornerstone 

of Russia’s national defence, its nuclear deterrence, can be put in danger by increased Western 

military presence and activities (Sergunin & Hoogensen Gjørv, 2020, p. 253). After the near 

collapse of Russia’s conventional forces in the wake of the collapse of the Soviet Union, and with 

the Russian economy in ruins, Russia focused its military on nuclear deterrence as spending on 

maintaining both nuclear and conventional parity with the West was not a possibility (Ven 

Bruusgaard, 2016, p. 9). The choice to focus on maintaining nuclear parity was not only an 
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economic necessity – the central role nuclear deterrence plays in underlining Russia’s great power 

status, a source of pride for the Russian leadership, was also instrumental (ibid.). Russia has come 

to rely on nuclear deterrence as the best way to avoid war against an adversary with superior 

conventional military capabilities. Russia still bases much of its military–strategic thinking on this 

assumption even though the Russian conventional capabilities have improved drastically since the 

2008 war against Georgia (ibid.). According to Ven Bruusgaard (ibid., p. 10), Russia has identified 

three primary challenges to its nuclear deterrence: 1) American prompt global strike and ballistic 

missile defences, 2) non-military threats in the form of, for example colour revolutions, and 3) 

modern warfare dominated by non-military methods such as information campaigns or cyber-

attacks. 

The primary actors in the regional politics of the Arctic are the five coastal states: 

Canada, Denmark (Greenland), Norway, Russia and the US. Russia’s position in the Arctic has been 

presented and the discussed previously, so the thesis will now simply summarize the Russian 

political position and will also only briefly present the political positions of Canada, Denmark and 

Norway before going into more depth on the political position of the US. A summary of Russia’s 

political position in the Arctic can be made by studying the developments from the 2020 Arctic 

Strategy to the 2035 Arctic Strategy. As the analysis of the development from the 2020 Arctic 

Strategy to the 2035 Arctic Strategy shows, Russia is increasingly focused on making the NSR 

globally competitive and on security issues in the Arctic.  

Rahbek-Clemmensen (2016) argues that the goal for Norway in the Arctic is to 

engage Russia while deterring Russia. Norway strikes this balance by encouraging trade and 

emphasising the importance of cooperating while also strengthening its military presence in the 

area as will be presented later (Rahbek-Clemmensen, 2016).  

The position of Denmark is focused on maintaining a political union with the Faroe 

Islands and Greenland by ensuring economic growth and economic development of the Arctic and 

to use Greenland as a bargaining chip in the relation with the US and NATO (ibid.). 

 The Government of Canada’s (2017) official policy on the Arctic is to ensure 

Canadian sovereignty over the Arctic while exploiting the possibilities for increased resource 

extraction that climate change has created. Furthermore, they seek adherence to a rules-based 

approach in the Arctic (Government of Canada, 2017).  
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To summarize the overall political position of Canada, Denmark and Norway it could 

be argued that they all attempt to strike a balance been the importance of ensuring economic 

development while also focusing on security. However, the focus for Canada and Denmark is more 

on the economic side and the economic prospects a possible resource boom in the Arctic could 

hold while Norway seeks cooperation and economic development while also investing massively in 

its military, as will be described under the discussion of the economic domain. The US has also 

been lured to ramp up its Arctic policies by the improved prospects of the Arctic, but is focusing 

more on the security dimensions than on the economic prospects.  

 The US has increased its activities vis-à-vis the Arctic in recent years to protect its 

strategic interests against increasing Russian (and Chinese) presence in the area (Weitz, 2019). 

Furthermore, activity is being increased to address the rising importance of the Arctic if and when 

trade routes become available and the exploitation of hydrocarbons viable (ibid.). As such the US 

Arctic policy broadly speaking has two strings – one is security and deterrence of Russia (and 

China) and the other is the economic development of Alaska and the prospect of being able to 

increase resource exploitation (Nilsson, 2018). The increased economic and strategic prospects 

promised by rising temperatures in the Arctic have prompted a struggle for control over the Arctic 

which, by some analysts, has been compared to the ‘Great Game’ in Central Asia in the 19th 

century (Gabrielson & Śliwa, 2014, p. 88), Rahbek-Clemmensen, on the other hand, argues that 

from an economic perspective an Arctic ‘Great Game’ has not materialised. The US has been slow 

in reasserting the power it held in the Arctic during the Cold War, but the increasing hostilities 

between the West and Russia since Russia’s annexation of Crimea have challenged the 

collaborative track in the Arctic and this, coupled with Russia’s military build-up in the area, has 

forced the US to affirm its power in the Arctic (Weitz, 2019). In the Pentagon’s 2019 Arctic Strategy 

a defined goal of the US efforts in the regions is, ‘to counter unwarranted Russian and Chinese 

territorial claims and maintain free and open access to the region’ (ibid.). To ensure this, the US 

will conduct operations to challenge the Russian position that the rules of freedom of navigation 

do not apply to the NSR (ibid.). It is clear that the position of the US to challenge Russian 

dominance of the NSR runs completely contrary to the Russian position. Russia seeks in the Arctic 

to assert dominance of the NSR and hereunder that the NSR is internal waters and to keep foreign 
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warships away from the parts of Russia’s nuclear capabilities stationed in the Arctic. This great 

power competition could lead to conflict.  

Institutions, the Arctic 

The institutional framework governing the Arctic is, broadly speaking, divided into two main 

categories – rules regarding the sea and informal rules in the form of a culture of dialogue and 

cooperation. The economic institutions affecting the region are primarily rules of navigation which 

will be covered under the political institutions in the discussion of the different Arctic coastal 

states’ adherence to the rules set by UNCLOS. The discussion of the conflict between a rules-based 

order versus a realist order could also have fitted within the political domain, but as the discussion 

is central to the importance of the rules in the Arctic this thesis will discuss the conflict in the 

institutional domain.  

 The concept of freedom of navigation is a central rule governing shipping traffic, and 

it is a source of possible conflict in the Arctic as the US interpretation of the rule is that it ensures 

free navigation not only for commercial vessels, but also for naval vessels (DDIS, 2020, p. 17). The 

LOS states that freedom of navigation does not apply to internal waters, but does apply to 

territorial waters, and the Russian position is that the NSR due to some of its narrow straits (such 

as the Kara gate) constitutes internal waters (Moe, 2020, p. 6). However the LOS also says that 

foreign-flagged ships have transit rights in straits which the UNCLOS defines as ‘straits which are 

used for international navigation between one part of the high seas or an exclusive economic zone 

and another part of the high seas or an exclusive economic zone’, and the US argues that the NSR 

falls under this definition (ibid.). Such transit rights would allow submarines to transit submerged 

(ibid., p. 7). Interestingly, Russia has ratified the UNCLOS treaty, but the US Senate continues to 

block the US from signing the treaty due to fears that the treaty will challenge US sovereignty of its 

waters (Staun, 2015, p. 11). Russia is attempting to accommodate the rules of the UNCLOS by 

adhering to them until a decision has been made over the status of the NSR, but at the same time 

through Russian legislation making freedom of navigation difficult e.g. by insisting on foreign 

countries sending applications to use the route (Moe, 2020, p. 7).  

Parallel to the conflict over the status of the NSR the UN also has to make a 

recommendation on the basis on maritime law on the maritime borders in the Arctic, as Danish 

and Russian claims to the seabed are overlapping (Canada’s will probably also be overlapping) 
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(DDIS, 2020, p. 18). After the UN has presented recommendations, the actual border delimitations 

need to be agreed between the affected nations meaning that Russia, Denmark and Canada will 

need to negotiate an agreement. So far Russia has, just as in the case of the NSR, followed a 

constructive dialogue and rules-based approach (ibid.). 

This constructive approach can perhaps be explained by the informal institutions in 

place in the Arctic. As was described under the PIE analysis of Russia, the strategic culture of the 

Russian leadership is focused on security and regime survival. This (paranoid) culture leads Russia 

to act in a realist way in the Arctic according to Staun (2015, p. 13). The siloviki and chekists 

surrounding President Putin are attempting to conduct a foreign policy in the Arctic that will 

restore Russia’s great power status and to them it is a zero-sum game (ibid.). On the other side of 

this struggle, within Russia the Ministry of Foreign Affairs argue for a continuation of the track of 

collaboration with the other five Arctic coastal states and for adherence to the rules set by 

UNCLOS (ibid., p. 27). President Putin has so far supported the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has 

adhered to the UNCLOS (ibid.). Russia has an interest in maintaining an environment of 

cooperation for as long as possible as it keeps the tensions down and thus makes the Arctic more 

attractive for investors. Furthermore, this approach is also instrumental for avoiding further 

sanctions (DDIS, 2020, p. 14). Attracting investors and making the NSR globally competitive is 

essential if Russia wants to diversify its economy. 

The constructive, dialogue-based approach is perhaps not an expression of Russia 

being a liberal power adhering to international rules to secure peace and prosperity globally, but 

rather, perhaps, an expression of Russia as a realist power adhering to a rules-based system when 

it plays to Russia’s advantage. By arguing for the importance of the rules Russia strengthens the 

Arctic Council which reaches decisions by unanimity which gives Russia a relative increased power 

over the remaining seven members which are allies (DDIS, 2020, p. 14). Furthermore, Russia will 

chair the Arctic Council from 2021–2023 which Russia can use a platform for its great power claims 

(ibid.). 

Economy, the Arctic  

The analysis of the economic domain will be split into two parts. The first part will be a short 

analysis of the intraregional trade in the Arctic and the prospects increasing traffic on the NSR 

would have for the region. The second part will be a military capability analysis of the military 
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configuration in the region with a focus on the US and Russia. The military capability analysis is 

conducted under the economic domain as the analysis framework proposed by Tellis (2000) 

overlaps with economic parameters and is closely related to the economy of the countries being 

analysed. Central parts of the conversion capability of military capabilities (see page 32) such as 

strategy, civil–military relationships and foreign military contacts could just as well be analysed as 

part of the political domain. However, this thesis will, for simplicity, conduct the military capability 

analysis in the economic domain and will also focus less on the hard-to-measure conversion 

capabilities and more on the military capabilities.  

 Intraregional trade in the Arctic is limited as the economies on the Arctic are 

primarily focused on resource extraction (e.g. oil, gas, metals, fish)  and trade between the five 

Arctic coastal states is limited (Weber, 2020). The literature used for this thesis has (almost) not 

dealt with intraregional trade in the Arctic and the focus has been trade between Arctic states and 

non-Arctic states. Furthermore, the primary focus has been on the importance of the NSR as a 

global trading route. If the NSR becomes fully operational it will of course also have positive 

implications for other Arctic coastal states as they, all things being equal, will be in a better 

position for bringing their products to the Asian market as Bekkers et al. (2018) have shown. The 

limited intraregional trade could, if a liberal approach is applied, lead to an increase in the risk for 

conflict. Liberal scholars argue, as mentioned earlier, that peace can be achieved through trade 

and economic interdependencies (Jahn, 2013, pp. 23–24). 

Military capabilities in the Arctic  

To grasp the Russian military strategic threat perception in the Arctic this thesis will conduct a 

military capability analysis of the military layout of the five Arctic coastal states with a focus on the 

US as the Russian build-up has been dealt with previously. The subchapter will however include 

summarizing tables of both the American and the Russian military using Tellis’ (2000) concept of 

strategic resources. The Russian threat perception has been discussed previously, but in order to 

grasp the degree to which the Russian rhetoric (regarding the threats Russia faces in the Arctic) is 

credible it is necessary to analyse the actual military development in the area and Russia’s own 

military reactions, the argument being that if Russia really does feel threatened in the Arctic it will 

sharply expand its own military capabilities in the Arctic and vice versa. This analysis will be used 

to assess whether Russia will be willing to risk the economic viability of the NSR over security 
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concerns. The analysis will begin with the three smallest (in military terms) powers in the Arctic – 

Canada, Denmark and Norway, and will then go into more depth with Russia and the US. The focus 

will be on the countries’ military capabilities in the Arctic and, when relevant, on capabilities which 

can be deployed rapidly to the Arctic.  

 In recent years Canada has increased investment in its military capabilities in the 

Arctic (Weitz, 2019). This is to a large degree a consequence of increasingly assertive Russian 

behaviour in the area and of increased Chinese activities (ibid.). The increased tensions in the 

Arctic have led to increased US–Canadian cooperation. However, Canada continues to have an 

outstanding issue with the US over the status of the Northwest Passage, which Canada considers 

to be internal waters and which the US, just as with the NSR, considers to be an international 

transit route (ibid.). Canada, however, does cooperate closely with the US in the North American 

Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD), which is responsible for the defence of North America 

against ballistic missiles (Berthiaume, 2020). Canada strengthened its military budget in 2017 by 

70 per cent and increased spending on capabilities in the Arctic, primarily on improved SAR 

facilities and better surveillance of the Arctic (Sevunts, 2017). The only development in its 

inventory was the procurement of six more Arctic patrol ships (Government of Canada, 2020). The 

Canadian force posture in the Arctic is defensive in nature with a focus on surveillance, SAR, and 

enforcement of sovereignty. 

 Denmark has also increased its focus on the Arctic in security terms – the current 

minister of defence has appropriated 1.5 billion Danish Kroner to defence spending in the Arctic 

and has named the Arctic a top priority for the Danish Defence (Runge Olesen et al., 2020). 

Denmark’s importance in the Arctic is a result of the geostrategic importance of Greenland and 

the Faroe Islands, and Denmark has long cooperated militarily with the US most notably by 

allowing the US to use Thule Air Base in the Northeast of Greenland (Weitz, 2019). Denmark has a 

military presence in Greenland and the Faroe Islands through the Joint Arctic Command, which 

disposes of a number of ice-class patrol vessels, surveillance aeroplanes and the Sirius patrols, 

which patrol the remote north-western part of Greenland (Runge Olesen et al., 2020). The primary 

responsibility of the Joint Arctic Command is to enforce Danish sovereignty over the Kingdom of 

Denmark and the Joint Arctic Command does not dispose of any capabilities which can be used to 

project force (with the exception of the ice-class patrol vessels) (ibid.). 
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 Norway has traditionally spent relatively more on Arctic defence capabilities than the 

other Arctic coastal states except for Russia as consequence of the shared land border with Russia 

and its high GDP per capita (Weitz, 2019). Furthermore, Norway has been committed to 

strengthening its conversion capability by conducting large exercises in the region on a regular 

basis (ibid.). An example of a large exercise was the previously mentioned Trident Juncture which 

took place in Norway and the Barents Sea close to Russia (ibid.). As a reaction to the increased 

Russian force posture in the Arctic, Norway decided in 2020 to improve its defence budget 

substantially and to focus it on new units in the borderland to Russia, new precision weapons, new 

submarines, and modernization of its frigates and corvettes (Staalesen, 2020). In the air domain 

Norway has procured 22 F-35 fighter jets, five P-8 Poseidon anti-submarine surveillance aircraft 

and strengthened the country’s air defence capabilities (ibid.). The Norwegian force posture in the 

Arctic is also defensive in nature, but Norway has more firepower in the area than Canada and 

Denmark, as well as capabilities which can also be used offensively such as new precision 

weapons, anti-submarine aircraft and new fighter jets. This development is highly likely a 

consequence of Norway’s close proximity to Russia and thus the fact that Norway has ‘more skin 

in the game’ than Canada and Denmark. However, the Norwegian military build-up close to a 

central part of Russia’s nuclear deterrence in the form of the Northern Fleet and the hosting by 

Norway of large NATO exercises in the area could lead to concerns in Moscow. 

 Russia’s military build-up in the Arctic has been discussed several times in both the 

analysis of Russia and in the analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR. For that reason this 

paragraph will only briefly summarize the purpose of the Russian military build-up in the Arctic 

and provide a visual depiction of the Russian military using Tellis’ (2000) framework. According to 

the DDIS (2020, pp. 16–18) the overall purpose of Russia’s military build-up in the Arctic is to 

counter what Russia perceives to be US containment of Russia, to secure Russia’s strategic nuclear 

deterrence and to ensure control of the NSR. A visual depiction of the Russian military using Tellis’ 

(2000) framework can be seen in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8 – Strategic resources of the Russian military4 

 

The US has markedly and rapidly stepped up its commitment to the Arctic in military terms – they 

have reactivated the Second Fleet with responsibility for the North Atlantic, begun a programme 

to build a number of new icebreakers to allow the US Navy and Coastguard to operate in the Arctic 

and set a goal of increasing cooperation with NATO and other allies over Arctic issues (Weitz, 

2019). Furthermore the American airbase at Thule provides the US with an opportunity to deploy 

aircraft from the US to Thule Air Base and thus closer to the AZRF. The US has, in recent years, 

exercised the deployment to Thule thus enhancing the US conversion capability of their military 

infrastructure in the form of Thule airbase; of their manpower in the form of the personnel 

required to conduct such an operation and of their inventory in the form of combat aircraft. The 

US has also conducted exercises in the Arctic with a part of its nuclear triad – B-52 bombers which 

have conducted patrols in the vicinity of the Kola Peninsula and with only limited advance 

warnings given to the Russian side (Nilsen, 2020). To the Russian leadership this demonstrates the 

threat posed by the American military in the Arctic and confirms them in deciding to develop a 

forward line of defence in the Arctic which could give Russia better notice. Such American actions 

in the Arctic also give weight to the Russian threat perception that the US could plan on deploying 

 
4 Primarily based on: The Heritage Foundation, 2020a. Introduction: An Assessment of U.S. Military Power. Accessed 
at: https://www.heritage.org/military-strength/assessment-us-military-power the 6th of January 2021. 

https://www.heritage.org/military-strength/assessment-us-military-power
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warships permanently to areas in the vicinity of the Kola Peninsula. A visual depiction of the 

American military using Tellis’ (2000) framework can be seen in Figure 9: 

Figure 9 – Strategic resources of the American military5 

 

Comparing Russian and the US military capabilities clearly shows that the US is a global power and 

Russia only a regional power. Both the US and Russia are very capable of converting their strategic 

resources to military capabilities. The US is more technologically advanced and has tested its 

ability to conduct prompt global strikes (Ven Bruusgaard, 2016, p. 10); it is the most powerful 

military in the world. Russia on the other hand has local superiority in the Arctic as described. This 

superiority can however be rapidly challenged if the US decides to deploy capabilities to Keflavik in 

Iceland, to the Faroe Islands and to Thule airbase and Kangerlussuaq in Greenland or decides, for 

example, to forward deploy a carrier group to the Arctic ocean. With the reactivation of the 

second fleet, increased American interest in Greenland and with increased aerial patrolling in the 

Arctic it is understandable why the Russian leadership perceives the security situation in the Arctic 

to have changed drastically to the detriment of Russia.  

 
5 Primarily based on: The Heritage Foundation, 2020b. Russia. Accessed at: https://www.heritage.org/2021-index-us-
military-strength/assessing-threats-us-vital-interests/russia the 6th of January 2021. 
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Surrounding world, the Arctic   

The primary factors directly affecting the development in the political domain are: the Arctic 

ambitions of other great powers (most notably China); climate change as the great scene-setter 

and enabler in the Arctic; and world demand for oil and gas (and other natural resources) which 

could make increased competition over access more tempting. Both climate change and world 

demand for oil and gas have been discussed in previous chapters. 

 Russia is increasingly dependent on China as an alternative investor and as an 

alternative trading partner, but Russia attempts to keep China out of the Arctic. Russia fears that 

China can become a dominant power in the Arctic by dominating Russian infrastructure e.g. along 

the NSR (DDIS, 2020, p. 18). China has made it clear that it pays attention to the NSR and has 

shown that it considers it to be important to China by including the NSR in its ambitious Belt and 

Road Initiative under the name the ‘Arctic Silk Road’ (ibid., p. 20). According to the DDIS (ibid.) 

China is interested in creating an alternative to the Suez Canal and the Strait of Malacca. Partly to 

secure a foothold in the Arctic, China is lobbying to get recognized as a ‘near-Arctic‘ country and 

increases economic and scientific activity in the region (Weitz, 2019). 

Dynamics between the different domains, the Arctic 

The analysis of the Arctic region focusing on the NSR has also shown that the three domains are 

interconnected. The analysis has primarily focused on the relationship between Russia and the US, 

but has included an analysis of the three other Arctic coastal states in order to include the nuances 

that exist in the international relationships between the five Arctic coastal states. The analysis has 

shown how Russia’s perception of the military-strategic threat presented by the West has made it 

increase its military expenditure in the Arctic and develop a forward line of defence. Russia’s 

increasingly protectionist policies in the Arctic and its accelerated military expenditure is likely a 

reflection of increased Western military presence and spending (primarily by the US, but also 

Norway) as well as a reflection of the deeper-rooted paranoid strategic culture.  

As described, nuclear deterrence is a cornerstone of Russia’s military doctrine and 

any threat to this is a red line for Moscow (Ven Bruusgaard, 2016, p. 10). So, when the US 

reactivates its second fleet and increases the number of B-52 patrol flights over the Arctic and 

close to the Kola Peninsula a Russian reaction is to be expected. The Russian mistrust of the 

intentions of the US is likely further exacerbated by experiencing the US increasing its activities in 
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the Arctic, without necessarily adhering to a rules-based order whilst Russia and the three other 

Arctic states seek cooperation and adhere to the UNCLOS and Russia itself adheres to a rules-

based order in the Arctic. The foreign policy of the US – increased activity in the Arctic and a 

formulated policy to enforce freedom of navigation along the NSR – risks undermining the faith in 

the rules and the institutions in place in the Arctic and, most notably, the faith in UNCLOS. 

Furthermore, the increasingly realist foreign policy of the US in the Arctic could serve as an excuse 

for Russia to break away from the collaborative track. However, as described previously, Russia 

might only follow the collaborative track in the Arctic if it serves Russia. The constructive rules-

based approach chosen by Russia could be a way of ensuring stability to attract investors. 

Attracting investors is necessary if Russia wants to diversify its economy in the AZRF, which is 

primarily focused on resource extraction. As such, the politics of Russia and the decision to adhere 

to the institutional framework in the Arctic could affect the economic domain. In the economic 

domain the limited intraregional trade could decrease the costs of conflict. And the interpretation 

of an institution, LOS and freedom of navigation, affects the political domain and the competition 

between the countries in the Arctic, primarily the relationship between Russia and the US. The US 

argues (without having ratified the treaty) that LOS definition of straits where transit rights apply 

is applicable to the NSR. This position is, as described, challenged by Russia. This position of the US 

which challenges Russian dominance of the NSR could lead to conflict and a freedom of navigation 

operation through the Kara Gate and along the northern coastline of the Arctic could lead to a 

game of chicken with a potential armed conflict as the consequence if the US does not waver.  

Within the economic domain all five Arctic coastal states have increased their 

military presence and spending in the Arctic. It is difficult to assess who started this arms race, but 

the current militarization of the Arctic runs contrary to the wishes of Russia who preferred (not 

surprisingly) to be the sole dominant military power in the region. However, the comparison of the 

Russian and the US military capabilities showed that while Russia holds local superiority in the 

Arctic, the US can rapidly deploy capabilities to challenge this superiority. Russia will likely seek to 

avoid the possibility that the US deploys capabilities close to its nuclear deterrence by continuing 

to attempt to limit foreign-flagged ships on the NSR. The surrounding world will also affect this 

balance: if China decides to speed up its ambitions of becoming an Arctic power and increases its 

presence in the Arctic, the US will likely further increase its presence to deter China.  
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The analysis of the Arctic with a focus on the NSR has focused on the competition 

between the US and Russia in the Arctic and has provided another angle which will be used to 

answer the research question: 

How does Russia’s military–strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

The increasing militarization of the Arctic and the insistence of the US that it can navigate with 

warships on the NSR likely confirms the Russian leadership in its perception that Russia’s Arctic is 

vulnerable and that allowing foreign ships on the NSR will increase this threat. The current great 

power competition in the Arctic likely negatively affects Russia’s ability to make the Northern Sea 

Route a growth engine by making it a globally competitive transit route. 
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Dynamics between the three analyses 

This thesis has explored the possible dilemma between economic growth and security. This 

dilemma has been studied at three different levels: a local analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the 

NSR; an analysis of Russia as the host of and primary actor in regard to the NSR; and an analysis of 

the Arctic as the regional scene which affects Russia and the NSR and which, in turn, is affected by 

Russia and its decisions regarding the NSR. As set out in the subchapter on how to apply the PIE-

model, just as the PIE-model focuses on the dynamics between the different domains in each 

analysis, it is likewise important to include the dynamics between the different analyses. This is 

partly reflected in the ‘surrounding world’ domain but will be elaborated and discussed in this 

subchapter, which will also synthesize the answers to the research question provided through the 

analyses of Russia, of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR and of the region. To illustrate the most 

important dynamics across the three analyses figures 5, 6, and 7 have been fused to make Figure 

10 below, which illustrates the dynamics across the three levels of the analysis of the NSR: 

Figure 10 – a comprehensive PIE analysis across the three levels of the analysis 

 

Figure 10 highlights the interconnectedness not only between the different domains within each 

analysis, but also between the three levels of the analysis and the surrounding world. As Arbnor 
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and Bjerke (2009) note in their description of systems view methodology, in order to be able to 

provide a comprehensive answer to a research question it is important to analyse both the parts 

of the subject and the whole. Here, the different levels have been analysed separately but affect 

each other. This paragraph will discuss what this thesis assesses to be the most important 

dynamics between the three analyses before providing a consolidated answer to the research 

question. This thesis assesses the three following themes to carry the most explanatory power 

across the three levels and in relation to the research question: 

• The threat perception of the Russian leadership understood through an analysis of the 

Russian leadership’s strategic culture 

•  The resource dependence across all three levels 

• The established, but now challenged, culture of dialogue among the five Arctic coastal 

states. 

 The threat perception of the Russian leadership (which was discussed in the 

institutional domain of the PIE analysis of Russia) is central to understanding Russia’s actions 

regarding the NSR. The Russian leadership, as Skak (2016) and Kanet (2019) have shown, has 

developed a strategic culture characterised by a fear of getting removed from power and a 

perception of being under constant attack from the West. This strategic culture has permeated the 

political domain where the leadership mainly consists of siloviki and chekists and where the other 

political institutions have laws that are designed to protect the elite. It permeates the economic 

domain in the sense that a high defence budget is a logical consequence if the leadership 

perceives itself to be under attack. The development of the NSR is also directly affected by the 

strategic culture as the perception of being under attack makes it impossible for the Russian 

leadership to accept foreign warships threateningly close to the final guarantor of the integrity of 

Russia – its nuclear deterrence. Russia’s strategic culture also affects the regional domain, the 

Arctic, by increasing the likelihood that the Russian leadership interprets actions of the four other 

Arctic coastal states as being aimed at damaging Russia. This under siege mentality and sense that 

Russia is in an undeclared war with the West is likened by Kanet (2019, p. 191) to the tensest 

periods of the Cold War. This historical comparison and emphasis on the historical roots of the 

strategic culture is a testament to Mygind’s (2007, p. 4) argument that ‘the current institutions are 
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the result of earlier developments, at the same time they set the rules of the game for future 

changes’. 

 The resource dependency of the Russian economy is apparent at all three levels of 

the analysis and it affects the development of the NSR. On one hand the NSR is as shown primarily 

used to transport resources extracted in the AZRF and the possibility of reaching President Putin’s 

ambitious goal of 80 megatons of cargo by 2024 seems unrealistic without a large share of cargo in 

the form of natural resources being transported on the route. On the other hand, the resource 

dependency of the Russian economy is one area that Russia needs to change if the long-term 

growth of Russia is to improve as shown in the application of Mygind’s (2016) growth model in the 

analysis of Russia’s economy. This is an incentive to improve the transit shipments on the NSR and 

promote its role as a global transit corridor which could possibly lead to trickle-down effects in the 

AZRF while also giving the Russian government rent in the form of transit fees. However, it can be 

argued that the resource extraction in the AZRF (and in the economies located in the Arctic of the 

four other Arctic coastal states) is the tried and tested revenue stream in the Arctic and that it has 

also shown itself to be able to increase the amounts of cargo being transported along the NSR. As 

such it might be tempting to continue with business as usual which would allow President Putin 

and the Russian leadership to satisfy the silovikis, chekists and the Russian military by continuing 

the protectionist policies which makes it increasingly costly and cumbersome for foreign ships to 

transit along the route (Sergunin & Hoogensen Gjørv, 2020) while still retaining the goal of 80 

megatons in 2024. This would likely happen at the expense of diversifying the economy in the 

AZRF and at the expense of making the NSR a growth engine but this scenario, which could seem 

bleak, might in fact be beneficial to some of the commercial actors in the AZRF – most notably 

Rosatom and its subsidiary Atomflot and the local shipbuilding industry (given the demand that 

ships on the route need to be Russian-built (Moe, 2020, p. 8)). However, the protectionist policies 

could also affect the resource extraction industry negatively which the critique from Novatek 

highlights (Moe, 2020, p. 9). It is a difficult balance to strike, but so far security concerns have, 

according to Skak (2016) and Kanet (2019), trumped other concerns for Russia. 

 The third main theme that has been identified as a primary dynamic affecting all 

three levels is the established but now challenged culture of dialogue between the five Arctic 

coastal states within the framework of the Arctic Council. As described, the Arctic region has been 
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characterised by peaceful cooperation between the eight members of the Arctic Council (besides 

the coastal states also Finland, Iceland and Sweden) and adherence to a rules-based order. Russia 

stresses the importance of adhering to the rules and the centrality of the Arctic Council and has 

also, so far, adhered to the rules. However, at the moment the collaborative track has given way 

to a more confrontative track with increased military presence and sabre rattling in the Arctic. It 

could seem that the cosmopolitan approach is being overtaken by a more nationalist approach; it 

has become increasingly difficult to keep the Arctic separated from other issues (DDIS 2019, pp. 

11–12). Furthermore, the insistence of the US on enforcing freedom of navigation has highlighted 

what could be described as the hypocrisy of the US and creates fractures in traditional alliances. 

Russia fits the bill of behaving as a realist country, but to some degree acts in a liberal manner in 

the Arctic. The US on the other hand fits the bill of being a liberal country, but to some degree acts 

in a realist manner in the Arctic. The US has not ratified UNCLOS and acts aggressively in the Arctic 

with B-52 patrols and freedom of navigation operations without adhering to the rules. Russia on 

the other hand runs an authoritarian system but in the Arctic it combines military might with an 

adherence to a rules-based international system. The American position on freedom of navigation 

has also highlighted fractures in the close Canadian–American relationship as Canada also 

challenges the American interpretation of the Northwest Passage and insists, as does Russia, that 

they are internal waters (Weitz, 2019). These challenges to the culture of dialogue will likely 

confirm the Russian leadership in its threat perception and will decrease the likelihood of more 

liberal policies being implemented by the Russian government in relation to the NSR. 

Finally it should be stressed that the Arctic does not exist in a vacuum and that the 

development of the NSR is sensitive to changes in world demand, the composition of international 

value chains, prices of natural resources, climate change and the threat level in other regions than 

the Arctic. All issues that, when changing, affect across all domains and at all levels.  

The analysis has so far provided three answers to the research question, one for each 

level of the analysis. 

Answer to the research question based on a PIE analysis of Russia: 

Based on the analysis of Russia through the framework of the PIE-model, it seems that the 

strategic culture of the Russian elite, the power of the siloviki and chekists and the willingness of 
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the Russian leadership to forego national economic benefits to strengthen their hold on power will 

make Russia focus more on the possible security implications of increasing the economic 

attractiveness of the NSR, thus negatively affecting Russia’s ability to make the NSR a growth 

engine. 

Answer to the research question based on a PIE analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR: 

The analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR suggests that Russia’s military–strategic threat 

perception in the Arctic has led Russia to implement increasingly protectionist regulation of the 

Arctic, which happens at the expense of making it competitive as a transit route on a par with the 

Suez or the Panama Canals. The policies seem to be shaped by the Russian military and supported 

by the government-owned Rosatom, which has an interest in creating a monopoly on parts of the 

service that needs to be provided to make the NSR function – most notably icebreaker support. 

Answer to the research question based on a global PIE analysis of the Arctic with a focus on the 

NSR: 

The increasing militarization of the Arctic and the insistence of the US that it can navigate with 

warships on the NSR likely confirms the Russian leadership in its perception that Russia’s Arctic is 

vulnerable and that allowing foreign ships on the NSR will increase this threat. The current great 

power competition in the Arctic likely negatively affects Russia’s ability to make the Northern Sea 

Route a growth engine by making it a globally competitive transit route. 

All three answers hold explanatory power, and they stress the strength of approaching the topic 

from different angles by conducting the analysis on three levels. This chapter has further nuanced 

the analysis by analysing the dynamics between the three levels. By utilizing both this analysis and 

the answers to the research questions drawn from each analysis it will be possible to further 

nuance the answer to the research question:  

How does Russia’s military–strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

Based on the analysis of the NSR conducted at three levels and the analysis of the dynamics 

between these three levels it seems highly likely that the military–strategic threat perception of 

Russia affects Russia’s ability to make the Northern Sea Route a growth engine. The paranoid 
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strategic culture of the Russian leadership and its perception of being under siege combined with 

an increased Western military presence in the Arctic makes it less likely that the Russian 

leadership will break away from its current protectionist policies around the regulation of the NSR 

as increased liberalisation from a Russian point of view would make it more likely that the US will 

conduct one or more freedom of navigation operations close to Russia’s Northern Fleet. The 

current increase in the amount of traffic on the NSR and the fact that it is primarily Russian-

extracted resources being transported possibly makes it conceivable that Russia can reach its goal 

of having 80 megatons transported on the NSR by 2024 without having made the NSR a major 

transit route. 
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Conclusion 

As global warming has caused the ice sheets to retreat in the Arctic, it has also opened the 

possibility for new trading routes, most notably the NSR. However, while the climate is warming 

the traditionally lukewarm relationship between the five Arctic coastal states is freezing. Conflicts 

in other areas, which historically have not been allowed to affect the collaborative relationships in 

the Arctic, seem to be increasingly difficult to hold at bay from also affecting the Arctic. The Arctic 

is experiencing a military build-up reminiscent of the Cold War (Weitz, 2019). The increased level 

of conflict between the West and Russia could also affect the possibility of developing the NSR 

into a globally competitive transit route similar to the Suez or the Panama Canals. As the analysis 

has shown, Russia, facing stagnating growth and with a resource-dependent economy, could 

benefit from a diversification of its economy and new revenue streams. However, making the NSR 

competitive as a transit route and not only as a conveyor belt for transporting resources extracted 

in Siberia would require more foreign-flagged ships on the route and this would strengthen the 

American argument that freedom of navigation applies to the NSR.  

This master’s thesis has explored the relationship between international relations in 

its most extreme form, the fight for state survival, and the economic development of a possible 

important future trading route, the NSR. In this master’s thesis the springboard for exploring this 

dilemma between economic growth and security has been the research question:  

How does Russia’s military-strategic threat perception in the Arctic affect Russia’s ability to make 

the Northern Sea Route a growth engine? 

To answer this research question an exploratory approach has been applied and the question has 

been approached from three different angles. The thesis has conducted an analysis of Russia, an 

analysis of the AZRF with a focus on the NSR, and an analysis of the Arctic with a focus on the NSR. 

All analyses have been made by applying Mygind’s (2007) PIE-model. This method has ensured a 

structured yet exploratory approach to the dilemma, which has not been studied in depth before. 

It has furthermore ensured that political, economic and institutional nuances have, all three, been 

included in the analysis.  

By conducting the three analyses the master’s thesis has reached the conclusion that 

Russia’s military–strategic threat perception affects the degree to which Russia will allow foreign-
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flagged ships on the NSR and thus the degree to which the route can be made economically viable 

as a transit route. By analysing the two most recent Russian Arctic strategies the thesis has also 

shown that the importance of security at the cost of economic development has increased since 

the deterioration of the relationship between Russia and the West following Russia’s annexation 

of Crimea. Finally, the thesis has argued that Russia also uses the exclusion of foreign actors from 

the NSR to protect infant industries in Russia, such as the shipbuilding industry, from foreign 

competition. The protectionist policies are supported both by some commercial actors and by the 

Russian military. Russia’s actions in the Arctic make it apparent that security trumps the possibility 

for Russia to diversify its economy. Based on the three analyses and the dynamics between them 

this thesis provides the following answer to the research question:  

It seems highly likely that the military–strategic threat perception of Russia affects 

Russia’s ability to make the Northern Sea Route a growth engine. The paranoid strategic culture of 

the Russian leadership and its perception of being under siege combined with an increased 

Western military presence in the Arctic makes it less likely that the Russian leadership will break 

away from its current protectionist policies towards the regulation of the NSR. From a Russian 

point of view an increased liberalisation would make it more likely that the US will conduct one or 

more freedom of navigation operations close to Russia’s Northern Fleet. The current increase in the 

amount of traffic on the NSR and the fact that it is primarily Russian-extracted resources being 

transported, possibly makes it conceivable that Russia can reach its goal of having 80 megatons 

transported on the NSR by 2024 without having made the NSR a major transit route. 

As the military–strategic threat perception of the Russian leadership has been 

identified as a primary impediment to the development of the NSR, it could be a possibility for 

actors with an interest in a well-functioning NSR that is open and accessible to foreign shipping to 

work for improved relations between the Russia and the four other Arctic coastal states, most 

importantly the US. Drawing on liberal international relations theory, increased trade on the NSR 

could also decrease the likelihood for conflict. One could hope that a decreased conflict level 

around the NSR might even engender a positive feedback loop. 

The analysis could have been strengthened by conducting interviews with primary 

actors and the actors most central for the analysis – government officials from the US and Russia, 
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representatives from the Northern Fleet, Rosatom, Novatek and other, non-Russian, companies 

interested in utilizing the route. Furthermore, the analysis could have been strengthened by also 

including further analysis of the composition of the cargo being transported on the route. Finally, 

as mentioned previously, another approach could have been to conduct a comparative case study 

comparing Russian legislation related to the NSR before and after the deterioration in the 

relationship between the West and Russia. However, the exploratory approach chosen in this 

master’s thesis has provided nuances which would have been difficult to achieve if other 

approaches were applied. Conducting interviews, though, would likely have helped with increasing 

the nuances even more, but these have not been possible to conduct. 

 A well-functioning NSR governed by a more liberal regulation could increase trade 

between Northwestern Europe and East Asia while also creating economic growth along the route 

of the NSR. This positive scenario however requires, as has been shown, that the Russian 

leadership can break away from its current threat perception in the Arctic. This is unfortunately 

highly unlikely. What the future will bring for the NSR is uncertain, but the prospects for the route, 

both economically and politically, remain to be exploited by the brave. 
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